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Shannons are offering motoring enthusiasts the chance to win a 21-day fully guided self-drive
tour for two, driving America’s most iconic highway – Route 66, where you’ll travel in your
choice of a Chevrolet Corvette or two Indian Motorcycles^.
Beginning in Chicago, the tour takes The Mother Road west across 8 states all the way to California, before ending in Las Vegas.
Experience classic Americana, including amazing scenery, classic cars and bikes, historical landmarks and much more!
The winner will also receive an all new 2017 Indian Scout Motorcycle in Red over Thunder Black.

GET A QUOTE*

TAKE OUT A MOTOR
POLICY*

TAKE OUT A HOME &
CONTENTS POLICY*

To enter go to shannons.com.au/route66 or call 13 46 46 and obtain an eligible quote
on your Car, Bike or Home Insurance* by 31 July 2017.

INSURANCE FOR MOTORING ENTHUSIASTS | CALL 13 46 46 FOR A QUOTE | SHANNONS.COM.AU
Shannons Pty Limited ABN 91 099 692 636 is an authorised representative of AAI Limited ABN 48 005 297 807, the issuer of Shannons Car, Bike and Home/Contents insurance products. Read the relevant Product Disclosure Statement and consider whether
it is right for you before buying these insurance products. Contact us for a copy. Competition conducted by Shannons Pty Limited, of Level 28, Brisbane Square, 266 George Street, Brisbane, QLD 4000. Competition commences at 12am on 15/5/17 and
closes at 5pm on 31/7/17 (Melbourne time). Applications for online quotes must be submitted by 25/7/17 to be eligible for entry into this competition, however, telephone applications will continue to be available until 5pm 31/7/17. Entry is only open to
eligible Australian residents aged 25 years or older. Eligible Entrants must be opted in to receive Shannons marketing communications. Total prize pool valued at approx. $55,095 (depending on major prize winner’s point of departure). Prizes drawn at 12pm
on 14/8/17 at Salmat Digital Pty Ltd, L2, 116 Miller St, Nth Sydney NSW 2060. The winners will be notified by phone and email by 16/8/17 and published in The Australian newspaper on 18/8/17 and on the competition website. *New Shannons Motor
Insurance or Shannons Home & Contents Insurance quotes/sales only (renewals and CTP quotes/sales ineligible). Limit 1 quote per vehicle or insured address.^ Or similar. Car/Bike hire is subject to availability and the terms and conditions specified by the
R I D IBike
N for
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O N purposes only. Permits: ACT TP 17/00591, NSW LTPS/17/12818, SA T17/545. Full competition terms and conditions at shannons.com.au/route66.
hire provider.
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EDITORIAL SUBMISSIONS TO:
Email: ridingon@ulysses.org.au
or mail to PO BOX 3242 Narellan NSW 2567

Please ensure all photos and images submitted to the Riding On are of high
resolution. All images must be 2MB or over. We cannot print low resolution
images.
Proof-readers: Colin Hook and Bryan Fricker.
CLOSING DATES FOR EDITORIAL SUBMISSIONS:
31st October for Summer (Dec) issue
31st January for Autumn (March) issue
30th April for Winter (June) issue
31st July for Spring (September) issue
"Ulysses Club Incorporated accepts no responsibility for the accuracy of any information
contained in Riding On and readers should satisfy themselves independently if acquiring
any items advertised or described in Riding On. Except as permitted under the Copyright
Act 1968 (Cth.) no part of Riding On can be reproduced without the written permission of
the Ulysses Club Incorporated. The views and opinion expressed by the contributors to
the Riding On are not necessarily those of the National Committee of the Ulysses Club, and
may not reflect its policy or position.
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From the mess on the
editor’s desktop.
Bigger pictures and less words

Counting the words

WITH all the excitement of the AGM Event behind us,
it is time to look forward to another year of enjoyable
motorcycling.

It is easy when using Word to check how many words you
have written.

It is also a good time for me to urge you all to let us know
what you are doing, and send us your photos – but I’m
getting fussy!
Not really, but we frequently have problems with
photographs that are simply too small for use in Riding On.
It took us a while to figure out why, in most cases it
appears to be caused by a feature of the popular iPhone.
When an image is sent from an iPhone the device offers
three sizes, or quality levels, and it seems most contributors
choose the lowest level, presumably to avoid using too
much bandwidth of their internet allocation.
A basic fact of digital photography is that a large image can
always be reduced in size, but a small image can not be
increased in size or quality.
Any attempt to do so takes a lot of time with an editing
program such as Photoshop, and the result in print is never
as good as if it was saved as a large file.
So please, please – if you are using an iPhone ensure that
images are sent in large format, and the same applies for
images taken with any other device or camera.
Our preferred minimum size is 1.5MB, any less and we can
be in trouble!
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For most reports, up to and around 1000 words is sufficient
to tell the story.
However, I am working on several reports that have arrived
with a far greater word count, some have been received
containing around 4000 words.
While we appreciate the work that has gone in to writing
such reports, their use in Riding On becomes impossible, we
just don’t have the space for them.
As a result, I have to spend many hours editing them and
reducing their length.
This is a risky exercise, as there is always the danger that I
might delete something considered vitally important by the
author.
Keep this in mind when writing a report or submission and
it is far more likely to appear in the magazine the way you
wanted it.
Of course, the fact it will make things a little easier for me is
just as important!
Happy riding, and keep it sane out there.
Gary Warner #65262

e | president@ulysses.org.au
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Hello fellow members,
It is with pleasure that I
present my final report to
you. During my time on the
National committee I’ve
witnessed many changes
within the Club, not only at
national level but at branch
level too. Although some
changes may appear to
be minor, they have been
significant in keeping the
club in line with changing
times. I’d learnt very
early in the beginning that
change is more readily
acceptable, if it is considered to be necessary, effective and
instrumental in contributing to the smooth running of the
club.
During my first term as President the committee experienced
the challenge of administration change: change in staff,
necessitating the introduction of structured job descriptions,
KPIs, wage reviews, procedures, protocols and professional
development at the National Administration Office.
Improvements to the Riding On journal have been made
thanks to the commitment of our editor Gary Warner and
publisher, Diamond Graphics. There’s been a change in
advertising requirements with the majority of prospective
advertisers preferring the electronic form to paper. Through
the combined efforts of VP Jen Woods and Advertising
Liaison, Henry Rokx and staff member Leaca, complimentary
advertising packages have been devised which incorporate
all available advertising media, including RidingOnline.
Maintaining the national website requires constant upgrades,
the downside of this is that each upgrade requires a
substantial financial outlay, however there is a process in
place before any upgrades or makeovers are approved;
each stage requires an immense amount of time and energy
interacting with a variety of key personnel to bring the
proposal comprising the structural components, quotes and
timelines to the table for discussion and approval.
With the effect that lower membership numbers have on
our income and expenditure, we acknowledge that it is vital
to constantly practice financial restraints and although the
Ulysses Club remains financially stable, we must continue to
strive to improve our financial status. We also speak about
promoting the Ulysses Club, attracting new members and not
only retaining existing members but keeping them interested
in the Club. These are areas that we as individuals can be
actively involved in. The state inter-branch meetings have
assisted the National Committee as well as other branches
in identifying areas of concern; they have shared ideas and
exchanged strategies. The membership trends that our
club is experiencing are similar to those that clubs across
a broad spectrum - service, sports, charity, social clubs are
also experiencing, but rather than becoming despondent and
even apportioning blame, we should embrace the opportunity
to explore ways in which we can contribute to reignite the
passion, reintroduce the fun factor and put into practice the
principles of the club.
An adjunct to the amount of work that the committee
members have achieved this year through their portfolios, are

National President’s Report
discussion papers; the papers introduced over the last several
months are titled - Ulysses Club Advertising Options and
Ulysses Club Riding Online Advertising (Jen Woods); Riding
On Production and Related Website Advertising (Jen Woods);
Governance, Approvals and Procedures (Peter Baulch);
Strategies for Cost Effective AGMs and Events (Allan Pratt)
and the Ulysses Club – Past Present and Future (Henry Rokx).
These discussion papers have been accepted and recorded in
the National Committee meeting minutes and will no doubt
attract further discussion by the next committee.
I am humbled at how readily and unselfishly members put
their hand up to assist when the need arises, whether it be at
national level, branch level, hosting an event such as an AGM
Event or lending a hand at the National Administration Office.
This kind of support and dedication is vital to the success and
sustainability of the club and I sincerely thank these members
for their contribution and boundless energy, and I’m hopeful
that their generosity continues well in to the future. To our
ex-officio members – without your enthusiasm, contribution
and commitment we would struggle to competently
accomplish as much as we have. I thank our branch
committees and our many sponsors for your support and
ongoing dedication to the club. I thank you, the members,
for the energy invested into the welfare of the Club. I thank
our staff members for their support, loyalty and willingness
to apply themselves to allocated tasks; their commitment
to working with us has been refreshing and appreciated.
They have been encouraged to take the initiative, make
suggestions and arrive at decisions, all of which have
contributed to a happier workplace environment.
The Club Elders – past Presidents form an integral part of
the club and I thank them for being available to offer advice
and support during times of clarification and uncertainty. I
thank all the members of the National Committee who I have
worked with / alongside over the years. Like the membership
of the Ulysses Club, the National Committee comprises
members from various walks of life, each one bringing
an extraordinary amount of intellect and good judgment
into the running of the Club, and their professionalism was
always applied. I’m grateful for the wisdom, dedication
and enthusiasm displayed by the committee members with
whom I’ve worked during these last three years in particular
and I appreciate their contributions and achievements; the
betterment of the club being the aim. Their willingness to
rise above the controversies that had been presented to us is
admirable and speaks volumes about their characters.
I’m grateful for the people I’ve met, the friendships formed,
the invitations to milestone celebrations and events; the warm
welcomes and the locations travelled and the unconditional
support, but most of all I’m grateful to have been given
the opportunity to serve you, our members, for 13 years.
It has been an incredible journey. I wish the next National
Committee success.
Safe travels and continue to make many wonderful memories.

Helena Gritton

#14027
National President
(ex, as of 27th May 2017)
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It is with pleasure that I
present my final report
to you for this National
Committee term.
Communications to
members continues
to be a key focus of
mine. Communications
by email enewsletters;
BranchComms
specifically for
Branch committees,
Intercoms which go
to all members with
a valid email address,
as well as emails
sent at the request of
Branch committees
for a specific purpose,
such as Sydney Branch
and Otway Rangers Branch who both recently requested
support for their membership drives. As well, the Road Safety
Committee, the popular Victorian Information Bulletin (VIB)
and importantly the AGM Event specific enewsletters are sent
out regularly. I really appreciate the efforts of those members
who take the time to provide content for the enewsletters.
President and Secretaries (inter-branch) meetings were
recently held in Victoria, SA and WA. For SA and WA these
meetings were the first dedicated meetings held in those
states and my thanks to Rob “Hobbit” Ryan from Adelaide
Branch and John Gliddon from Perth Branch for bringing
state Branch representatives together to discuss and share
ideas about challenges facing their Branches. I was pleased
to be able to assist in the preparation for these meetings by
sharing information from previous inter-branch meetings as
a guide. Both meetings covered a lot of different topics and
offered various opinions and solutions, as well as agreeing to
hold some joint activities and rides. Rob, after the meeting
in SA, commented “It was a very positive meeting and I think
everyone felt connected to something greater than just their
own Branch”.
I am pleased that the Riding Online website is attracting
advertising, with a major insurance company taking one of the
recently created advertising packages, for a year. Advertising
is an important focus for the websites, as well as the Riding
On magazine.
All the information, flyers etc that members and Branches
send to me, are posted as a News Item on the website and
often also used on Facebook and Twitter.
The organiser of the Southern Highlands Outdoor Recreation
and Adventure Show contacted me recently about the second
of these annual events. Macarthur Branch and the Wollondilly
Wanderers Branch held a stand at this very successful event
last November and they have been approached to again
represent the Ulysses Club.
A meeting of the Road Safety Committee was held recently
and was also attended by a member of the NSW Police who
expressed a desire to work with us to ensure the safe arrival
of members to the AGM Event. He is a member of the Ulysses
Club as well. NSW Police will have a stand at the AGM Event
during the Open Day and will be showcasing their Police
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Vice President’s Report
Indian bike. Please take the opportunity to discuss any
questions or issues with them.
The Road Safety Committee will be holding its Road Safety
Forum and will be in the Traders Hall as usual – please visit
and let the state representatives know what concerns you.
Staff in the National Administration Office have been working
exceptionally hard in the lead up to the AGM Event. This is
always a very busy time for them but this year we have Amy,
who recently gave birth to a baby girl, away on maternity
leave, and Linda who is relatively new but is doing a very
professional job in the Office. All three of the staff are working
incredibly hard and with great dedication to get the job done.
My appreciation to Kevin White who stepped up to the plate
to take the role of Treasurer without much hesitation, being
a loyal and committed Ulysses Club member who put the
needs of the club first to do a job that needed to be done.
That the transition was so smooth is testament to Kevin’s
professionalism. I also thank President Helena and my fellow
National Committee and ex-officio members for their efforts
and dedication during this year.
Importantly, my thanks go to you the members who put the
time and effort into making the Ulysses Club the successful
club that it is. I am constantly amazed by all the work you get
through on behalf of the Club, branches and other members.
I look forward to catching up with those members who are
making the journey to attend the AGM Event in Wauchope /
Port Macquarie. The hardworking 2017 AGM Event Committee
and the National AGM Event Coordinators, as well as the
wonderful volunteers are working hard to deliver a really
unforgettable event for you – I do hope you all enjoy it. Have
a great trip to the AGM Event and enjoy the adventure that is
the road ahead.

Jen Woods

#21395
National Vice President

IT’S RAINING BAGS.
Whatever the weather, your gear stays 100% dry with SW-Motech’s stylish range
of very versatile dry bags. Made from super-tough, high frequency welded tarpaulin
in sizes from 2 to 70 litres.
MOTORRAD GARAGE - EXCLUSIVE AUSTRALIAN DISTRIBUTOR OF

BACKBAG TRITON 20

BACKBAG BARRACUDA 25

BACKBAG 300

DRYBAG 250/450

DRYBAG 700

DRYBAG 80

DRYBAG 180/260

DRYBAG 350/600

DRYBAG 20

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL US ON 08 9350 9052 OR VISIT
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The time leading
up to an AGM
Event is always
a busy one, and
for this one, it
is no exception.
Amy, The National
Administration
Office manager,
left in April on
maternity leave
after the birth of
her baby. I’m
sure that you
will all want to
congratulate her
and her partner
on the safe arrival
of their daughter.
With Amy away,
the workload on
the three-remaining staff has increased accordingly. This
has meant that sometimes, members requests have taken
a little more time to process, and overall, members have
understood the situation. Leaca, Felicity and Linda are to be
congratulated on stepping up to meet the increased workload
with professionalism and efficiency.
On the subject of AGMs, most branches have now held
theirs, and generally speaking, they have been conducted
in accordance with the constitution. I have had quite a few
enquiries from Branch executives concerned that they may
not have understood the Branch AGM process correctly.
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Secretary’s Report
Fortunately, all the issues could be dealt with in a timely
fashion, enabling the Branch AGMs to proceed properly.
The two issues which seemed to cause the most confusion
were cascading, and calling nominations from the floor
of the meeting if all positions were not filled. Since the
implementation of the new constitution, both processes are
redundant.
The latest edition (April 2017) of the Members Handbook
is being released at the 2017 AGM, superseding the 2012
version. All branches will be provided with a copy for their
reference, hopefully answering any outstanding questions and
providing up-to-date information for further reference.
On a personal note, I would like to thank out-going National
President Helena Gritton for her service to the Ulysses Club.
Her knowledge and understanding of Club history, processes
and procedures has been outstanding and certainly has helped
me, and I’m sure others, in my role. When someone who has
amassed the experience and knowledge such as this retires,
that all goes with them. Hopefully Helena will avail herself to
those seeking guidance in the future. I’m sure that you will
join me in wishing Helena well ‘in her retirement’ and hope
that she and David will now enjoy life after NatCom.

Mark Seja

#39695
National Secretary

e | treasurer@ulysses.org.au
m | 0419 312 186

Following the passing
of our former auditor,
Mr Barry Pitt, the Club
retained the services of
John Hurley of Hurley
& Co in North Sydney
as our new auditor. By
the time this edition of
Riding On is published,
the audited Financial
Statements will have
been presented to the
membership at the 2017
AGM and are published
in this magazine and
on the Ulysses Club
website.
The audited Profit and Loss Statement shows the same deficit
before tax of $126,340 as previously reported in the Autumn
Edition #134. The only substantive adjustment to the Profit &
Loss Statement was a recalculation of our Income Tax liability
that confirmed that the Club should not have to pay any
Income Tax this year. The major items of difference compared
to 2015 are the Members Subscription income ($53K lower)
and the result for the AGM Event ($152K lower). On the
expenditure side, there was reasonable overall cost control.
The auditor was comfortable with the change in methodology
relating to Member Subscriptions in Advance that led to
the $509,010 transfer from Reserves evident in the audited
Statement of Changes in Equity.
This adjustment followed a thorough analysis of the
Membership Register and the dates when members joined or
renewed their membership. The former methodology resulted
in a member’s 3 year subscription being amortised over one
year only. This boosted reported surpluses but left the value
retained to meet future needs severely depleted. Subscriptions
in Advance now reflects the true value of the subscriptions to
be held to cover future operations.
It must be emphasised that this adjustment, whilst reducing
members’ equity, cannot be considered as a loss to the Club.
It is a transfer from one liability account to another which
redresses an error that resulted in the surpluses and equity
being inadvertently inflated. It does not affect the assets of
the Club.
The publishing deadline for this edition does not coincide
with the schedule for the bi-monthly accounts, so the only
available current year results cover the first two months of
the year to the end of February. The YTD surplus of $14,615
was unfavourable against a budgeted surplus of $19,704 but
this was mainly due to the late receipt of $7,272 in scheduled
sponsorship payments that were received in early March.
Expenses for the period were favourably under budget by
$5,792 but this will be impacted in April by a backdated wages
payment of $3,260.

e | treasurer@ulysses.org.au
m | 0423 379 848

Treasurer’s Report

that I have on hand, whether sent by email or hard copy.
The presentation of information has varied depending on
whether a Branch uses Admin Bandit or not and is generally
of a good standard. The requirements for both scenarios are
set out in the Guide for Branch Treasurers which is available
under Documents in the Members section of the website. I
have processed the first batch of GST refunds to the relevant
Branches, but I would ask any Branch Treasurer who believes
that they are still expecting a refund to contact me. Again I
issue a reminder to those Branches whose returns are still
outstanding.
It was a very busy time as I prepared for my first NatCom
meeting at Wauchope in March. The wide scope of topics
covered in the agenda meant a large amount of background
reading to familiarise myself with the substance of ongoing
and new discussions – the paperless office is a long way off
for me! A highlight for me was meeting the hardworking 2017
AGM Event team and putting a face to people to whom I have
spoken and with whom I have exchanged many emails. It
was a pleasure to socialise with them at dinner on Saturday
night, and I sincerely hope that their efforts are rewarded by
the membership registering and participating in the week-long
AGM event.
There has been a steady build-up of financial & contractual
activity as we approach the 2017 AGM Event. Finishing
touches have been applied to many contracts and
agreements by the AGM Event team and most of them come
across my desk. A steady stream of contract deposits and
reimbursements are now being paid as well as the Club’s usual
operating expenses - no shortage of bean counting!
I want to thank our membership, the staff of the National
Admin Office and my fellow NatCom members for their
patience with me as I have grown into the demands of the
Treasurer’s role. I have greatly appreciated the help, advice
and messages of support while I filled this casual vacancy.
By the time this edition is published, the AGM Event at Port
Macquarie/Wauchope will have been conducted, a newly
elected National Committee will be in place and I will be on
my way around Australia by motorbike before returning to
Melbourne, the Yarra Ranges Branch and my ongoing role
as one of the managers on the 2019 Mornington AGM Event
Committee.
I hope to see you on the road.

Kevin
White
#53524
National Treasurer

I have worked my way through the Branch Financial Returns
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THE ULYSSES CLUB INC
AUDITED TRADING, PROFIT AND LOSS STATEMENT
For the period ended 31st December 2016

2016

2015

$

$

Data Processing - Software Purchase

101

2,167

35,403
9,794
2,864

29,973
3,594
3,211

2016

2015

SALES

$

$

Quartermaster Sales

99,506

108,934

99,506

108,934

Data Processing - Web Maintenence
Depreciation - Computer Upgrades
Depreciation - Computers

90,485

94,267

Depreciation - Office furniture & equipment
Insurance - Marine

2,988
250

3,108
0

Insurance Premium - Business

2,127

1,898

Purchase - Retail

50,776

62,318

Discount received - Retail

0

-343

Insurance Premiums - Professional Indemnity

20,879

19,227

Sub Total Purchases

50,776

61,975

Closing inventories

-82,271

-90,485

Cost of Goods Sold

58,990

65,757

GROSS SURPLUS FROM TRADING

40,515

43,177

Joining Fees

50,555

49,228

Royalties - use of Name/Logo (Licence Agree)

955

1,000

Members Subscriptions

490,813

544,291

Insurance Premiums - Public Liability
Insurance Premiums - Voluntary Workers
Insurance Premiums - Workers Comp
MAOTY Expenses - Administration costs
MAOTY Expenses - Award Costs
NatCom Meeting expenses Accommodation
NatCom Meeting expenses Venue Costs
Natcom Meeting expenses Meals & Food

37,770
4,760
1,544
0
375
14,930
1,953
5,450

36,579
4,394
10,483
3
1,693
13,055
1,064
5,855

Sponsorship - Web

13,000

19,000

Sponsorship - Other

3,636

0

Sponsorship - UCARF

1,000

0

Advertising - Web

4,191

1,261

21,252
927
9,829
0

19,020
1,235
10,592
2,252

Advertising Riding On

104,555

98,467

3,966

4,619

Miscellaneous income

7,040

0

A.G.M Event Surplus

-42,770

109,527

Interest received

25,971

28,970

TOTAL INCOME

658,946

851,745

Administration Accounting fees

24,706

22,848

Administration Audit Fees

1,450

950

Administration Bank charges & fees

3,219

2,043

Administration Credit Card Facilities

8,988

22,868

Administration Graphic Design Work

720

2,860

Administration Legal fees

455

2,483

Administration Maintenance Office Furniture &
Equipment

220

127

Administration Office Equipment Expenses

3,240

1,159

Administration Office Storage Expenses

1,000

0

Administration Office supplies - stationery

10,380

2,278

Administration Postage

20,433

20,500

Administration Printing External

0

78

Administration Printing Internal

2,566

2,211

Administration Telephone, mobile and fax

11,315

12,655

Air Conditioning

109

0

Building Electricity

3,864

3,991

Building Repairs and maintenance

3,213

364

Building Security

350

520

Building Waste Services

2,122

2,062

Cleaning

3,564

1,309

Data Processing - Admin Bandit

4,954

4,835

Data Processing - Equipment R & M

37,263

28,240

Natcom Meeting expenses Travel
Natcom Meeting expenses Vehicle Hire
Natcom Meeting expenses other
Net gain/loss on disposal of plant and equipment
Other First Aid Rebate
Other Head Office general expenses
Other Memberships & Subscriptions
Other Rental - office premises
Other Rider Training Rebate
Other Sundry expenses
Other late AGM expenses
Other write off of bad debts
Riding On Costs - In house Publishing & Mailout
Riding On Costs Editor Costs
Road Safety Meeting - Meals
Road Safety Meeting - Travel
Road safety meeting - accommodation
Selling Advertising - General
Selling Freight Outwards
Selling expenses - Advertising Campaigns
UCARF Expenses - Administration
UCARF Expenses - Award Costs
UCARF Expenses - Prize Costs
Wages Holiday pay
Wages Long service leave
Wages Ordinary
Wages Overtime
Wages Personal Leave
Wages Staff training and welfare
Wages Superannuation contributions
Wages Travel
Wages Travel
Wages Uniforms & Protective Clothing

Data Processing - Equipment Rental/Lease

506

11,371

1,251
100
29,859
2,267
15,296
0
-1,130
221,025
187
42
2,835
1,893
86
815
0
950
3,236
0
10,236
928
156,299
3,212
1,679
670
16,308
1,387
83
0
825,801

6,398
400
28,676
2,507
2,168
-3,599
1,130
245,787
16
110
1,128
2,512
2,045
1,199
150
1,078
3,992
576
8,287
896
155,637
7,686
768
800
14,657
1,088
0
170
838,155

Data Processing - IMS Maintenence

33,605

31,378

Data Processing - MYOB

884

744

LESS COST OF GOODS SOLD
Opening Inventories
Purchases:

INCOME

EXPENDITURE
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Treasurer’s Report
2016

2015

2016

2015

$

$

$

$

DEFICIT FROM ORDINARY ACTIVITIES
BEFORE INCOME TAX
Income Tax
DEFICIT FROM ORDINARY ACTIVITIES
AFTER INCOME TAX
Retained surplus at the beginning of the
financial year
OTHER APPROPRIATIONS
Overprovision prior years

-126,340

56,767

2018 AGM Payments

-3,832

-1,917

2019 AGM Payments

-1,783

-1,175

2020 AGM payments

-3,633

0

Provision for holiday pay

13,206

8,169

Provision for income tax

0

4,386

Provision for long service leave

7,416

6,488

PAYG withholding payable

1,842

1,750

0

34,160

Bad Debts Write Off

0

1,130

TOTAL AVAILABLE FOR APPROPRIATION

527,103

1,160,949

Provision for GST

24,811

51,371

Subscriptions in advance

434,409

234,710

Total Current Liabilities

702,838

799,590

Subscriptions in Advance

369,616

0

TOTAL LIABILITIES

1,072,454

799,590

NET ASSETS

527,103

1,146,136

-1,505
-124,835
651,938

0
56,767
1,070,022

Non-current Liabilities

Ulysses Club Inc
AUDITED BALANCE SHEET
As at 31 December 2016

EQUITY
2016

2015

Accumulated surplus

527,103

1,160,949

$

$

First Aid Course rebate

0

-5,079

ASSETS

Income Tax on Profit

0

-2,237

Current Assets

Rider Safety Program

0

-7,497

527,103

1,146,136

527,103

1,146,136

Quartermaster Stock

82,271

90,485

Riding on Income receivable

5,015

10,829

Rent Bond

4,752

4,752

Petty cash

300

300

CBA - Working Account

0

28,021

CBA - AGM Account

34,395

35,720

CBA - Arthritis Research Fund

39,888

138,107

UCARF Acc # 2

4,295

20,386

CBA - Business Online Saver

63,655

398,698

Term deposits

1,249,826

1,145,748

Prepayments

73,254

19,185

Total Current Assets

1,557,649

1,892,232

Non-current Assets
Computers at cost

25,607

21,878

Less accumulated depreciation

-19,468

-16,604

Office furniture & equipment at cost

51,866

51,536

Less accumulated depreciation

-32,119

-29,131

Computer Upgrades

29,410

29,410

Less: Accumulated depreciation

-13,388

-3,594

41,908

53,494

1,599,557

1,945,726

UCARF Raffle Account

4,285

27,006

Contra - UCARF

118,981

113,096

Contra - Ulysses Story

20,906

19,314

2016 AGM payments

0

-32,230

2016 AGM receipts

0

370,186

2017 AGM payments

-17,036

-2,692

2017 AGM receipts

103,266

0

TOTAL ASSETS

TOTAL EQUITY

Ulysses Club Inc
AUDITED STATEMENT OF CHANGES IN EQUITY
As at 31 December 2016

Total equity at the beginning of the financial
year

1,146,136

1,055,210

Surplus attributable to members

-124,835

56,767

Transfers to and from retained surpluses

-509,010

0

Income Tax on Profit

2,237

0

Rider Safety Program

7,497

0

First Aid Course rebate

5,079

0

Overprovision prior years

0

34,160

Total equity at the end of the financial year

527,103

1,146,136

Transfers to and from reserves

Transactions with equity holders

LIABILITIES
Current Liabilities
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e | advertising@ulysses.org.au
Advertising Liaison’s Report
Purchasing
Officer Report
m | 0418 329 617

The advertising for the Riding On magazine is steady but still less than what we would
prefer to see. Print advertising is becoming less and less popular and on a more
mainstream level is evidenced by the strike by journalists and writers at The Age
newspaper (4 May 2017) over more redundancies. One of the reasons given by the
paper’s management for the proposed redundancies is the worldwide drop in print
advertising, reducing the income required to produce the paper. So as you can see – we
are not alone. In an effort to streamline our advertising and make it more attractive to
our advertisers, we have introduced a new scale of fees which reduce on a progressive
basis for longer term advertising up to a maximum of 10% discount for 4 issues. We
are also looking at advertising for the new Riding Online website and our traditional
Ulysses Club website. So at the moment we are doing what we can to keep on track.
In the mean time we will do our best to attract as many new advertisers we can. We
are still hopeful that some members may be able to assist by recommending some
advertisers to us.
Between the advertising and purchasing roles I have fulfilled over the last twelve
months, I have been very busy. But it has been rewarding in many ways and has been
for the most part very enjoyable. I must thank my fellow committee members for
their efforts during the year. A special thank you to Kevin White who stepped in to the
Treasurer’s role at very short notice and did a remarkable job. Now we look forward to
next year.

Henry Rokx

#28636 DM#45
International Liaison

e | purchasing@ulysses.org.au
m | 0418 329 617

Coming into the winter season and preparing for the 2017
AGM event at Port Macquarie/Wauchope, we have had a
busy time in the purchasing area. All the event merchandise
has been ordered and is due for delivery in mid-May in time
for the event. A number of members queried the need for
the early cut-off for the ordering of AGM Event merchandise.
The facts are that for this AGM, we had to get our orders in
place early so that manufacturing could begin immediately
after completion of Chinese New Year festivities. Any later
and it would have jeopardized our delivery schedule. So the
number of merchandise items that were ordered were based
on member orders in hand plus an estimated number of
additional items - which was basically a guess on what we
might need. With past AGM’s, merchandise was regularly
over-ordered and as a consequence, we are still trying to sell
redundant AGM stock many years later. This is a situation we
are keen to avoid now and in the future to save money and
valuable storage space at the National Office. It is a shame
that so many members registered late rather than early and
missed the cut-off date for merchandise orders. But the
lesson in this is that the cut-off date is exactly that, the cutoff date, so members need to remember that if they want
event merchandise, they should register and order early.

RIDING ON
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e | treasurer@ulysses.org.au
m | 0423 379 848

Purchasing Officer’s Report

For 2018, the designs for the shirts and hats etc. have been
finalised and there should be samples available to view at the
2018 AGM Barmera Event Stand at Wauchope.
Subject to the outcome of the elections at the AGM, I may
be changing roles within the National Committee. I have
thoroughly enjoyed my time working in the purchasing area.
It has been demanding and yet fulfilling at the same time.
Over my time we have seen the introduction of a number of
new products and improved versions of existing merchandise.
But in conjunction with our dedicated staff at the National
Administration Office we have always tried to secure the best
quality goods for a competitive price for the benefit of our
members.

Henry Rokx

#28636 DM#45
International Liaison

Victoria – Kevin White #10667 ulyssescps@gmail.com
New South Wales – Phil Whitton #3437 whittons@
ozemail.com.au
Queensland – Ross Atkinson #57470 atkinson81@
hotmail.com

Henry Rokx

LEAVE HOME WITHOUT...

Tyre Gauge
MO

My thanks to the state coordinators for doing an
exceptional job, looking after new registrations and
renewals. I wish them well for the next 12 months.

Club Permit Scheme Report

NT

12

NTY

The Club Plate Scheme is still operating and helping
to bring in new members. Our relatively inexpensive
club membership cost and access to the Club Plates is
attractive to prospective members. Victoria now boasts
355 members on Club Plates and from enquiries I have
received I know there are more coming soon. The
numbers in NSW are still well over 200. Queensland
remains unchanged at this time. Remember, if you
have an enquiry, contact myself or the relevant state
coordinator:

e | treasurer@ulysses.org.au
| mcliaison@ulysses.org.au
m |e 0423
379 848
m | 0428 246 175
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#28636 DM#45

Instant and accurate
readings every time!

45º

AR

CK

I

S

45° chuck for those hard to get to valves
» Can be used inline with a compressor

LUD
NC E

SP

» Measures PSI or KPA
» 0-60 PSI/0-4.2 KPA read out
» 50mm (2”) analogue dial
» 300mm (12”) braided flex hose
» Push button air bleed valve
» Protective rubber gauge guard
» Self-locking air chuck PLUS A SECOND

E CHU

ASK FOR IT AT YOUR LOCAL DEALER OR BUY ONLINE
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m | 0428 246 175

Motorcycle Industry Liaison’s Report
AS we enter this
new Ulysses Club
“national” year, I have
pleasure in reporting
on the various roles
and responsibilities of
Motorcycle Manufacturer
Liaison, Test Rides –
Reports Sponsorship,
and MAOTY.

At the recent AGM
Event in Port MacquarieWauchope, I introduced
Sidney Rowlands from
Canberra Motorcycle
Centre as the National
Winner of our
prestigious Ulysses
Club – Motorcycle Apprentice of the Year Award. The onerous
task of determining the winner falls to our dedicated National
Adjudicator – Graham Moore #62762, who painstakingly
assesses all applicants over a wide range of criteria to arrive
at the eventual outcome. He has already commenced work
on this year’s MAOTY nominations. A big thank you to Graham
seems a bit inadequate given the enormity of his task. But
thanks Graham…. Your work is very much appreciated.
Elsewhere in this edition of Riding On, you will find a story and
pics featuring Sidney Rowlands as our 2016 MAOTY winner.
At our AGM Event we were again handsomely rewarded by
our very supportive Motorcycle Manufacturers who have
provided us with exhibits and test rides of almost 90 of the
latest models from their various marques. The support of
Motorcycle Manufacturers at our AGM Event and Moto EXPO
is a mammoth and expensive commitment which in turn is
deserving of our custom whenever and wherever possible.
We are blessed with a healthy range of Sponsors, some of
them new to us, who have committed to support our great
Club in a variety of ways with the provision of goods, services
and funding over varying terms. On behalf of all of us, I thank
all of our sponsors, old and new, but particularly QBE as our
major and long term supporter, whose sponsorship and active
involvement in our AGM Events is certainly appreciated by
all. In addition to our regulars of QBE Ins, World on Wheels
Tours, Shannons, Supercheap Auto, Stay Upright, Maurice
Blackburn Lawyers, we can now add Polaris, DriveAway
Holidays, Autosol, and Suzuki. I’m sure we all understand and
appreciate the need for us to support our sponsors as they
support us.
Every edition of Riding On features Test Ride Reports from our
small but enthusiastic band of “Test Riders & Reporters”. Our
Editor advises that these Test Ride Reports are very popular
segment within our quarterly publication, so a big thank you
to all who have devoted / volunteered their time to do test
rides for to read about in Riding On. This edition features the
very popular Indian Scout – the very same bike provided by
Polaris as the winner’s prize in our biennial UCARF Raffle. My
sincere thanks also to our R O Editor – Gary Warner #65262,
for his ever-helpful advice.
Neville Gray #3394, has kept us all thoroughly entertained
with his numerous articles on older and rarer bikes from his
immaculate personal collection. My thanks to Neville for his
support with these articles and pics.
Although UCARF is not directly a portfolio responsibility for
me, as Sponsorship Coordinator it seemed reasonable that we
could improve the UCARF raffle net result if we did not have
to “purchase” the Prize. Accordingly, I can now announce that
for our next UCARF raffle, the first prize will be a bike fully
sponsored and supplied by Suzuki Australia.
RIDING ON
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I have been privileged to be invited to or involved in numerous
branches and functions, including Branch Presidents &
Secretaries meetings. From my observations, I never ceased
to be amazed at the almost endless enthusiasm of our
members to share ideas and activities that serve to improve
the way we enjoy doing things in our Club. My appreciation to
all involved in ensuring the good communications and success
of these meetings and events.
Last month I, along with four other Aussie Ulyssians – Allan
Pratt #9186, Savaugn Pratt #20508, Des Fergusson #48614
and Robyn Fergusson #57207 – visited New Zealand which
included taking in the Ulysses NZ AGM Event-Rally held in
Masterton. Ulysses NZ is clearly experiencing some of the
same challenges we now face, with declining revenues,
reduced memberships and difficult commercial arrangements.
However, their National Committee members, strongly
supported by the general membership, were prepared to
bite the bullet and take the necessary steps to avert further
declines in membership and finances. All the New Zealand
members were very friendly and there was a lot of sharing
of ideas and ride and social experiences. Their AGM evening
dinners based on a theme of “Gnomes”, were fun-filled events
with light-hearted frivolity that ensured everyone thoroughly
enjoyed themselves. Throughout my visit, I had the pleasure
of riding with a fantastic group from the Otago Branch in
Dunedin (South Island) to the AGM in the North Island. I was
hosted in the best possible manner and after covering 1880
klms over 2 weeks, I can certainly recommend motorcycle
touring and Kiwi Ulysses hospitality in NZ. I have been invited
to return for their AGM in March 2018. Elsewhere in this
edition of Riding On you will find a more detailed article on the
adventures in NZ.
Much of these NatCom tasks involve working closely with
various members to achieve the required outcomes. I have
enjoyed the untiring support of our NAGMEC’s – Rob White
#22674 and Blue Knowles #33140, along with Event Director
Robert Johns #12115, Secretary Margot Russell #39294,
Sponsorship Chris Jackson #25526, Traders Coordinator
Heather Knowles #38058 and the entire AGM committee, not
to mention our NAO staff. Simply saying “thank you” seems so
inadequate, but I’m sure all of us in our own ways, will show
our true thanks.
And of course, the much appreciated and essential support
and cooperation of fellow NatCom members is what makes it
all possible.
A cautionary note: Despite total contracted sponsor
partnerships Agreements with a monetary value of
approximately $145,000-00, we cannot afford the luxury
of continued excessive, unnecessary and unbudgeted
expenditure in other areas without a commensurate return on
that investment. With our declining membership, revenues and
cash reserves, we need to be cognisant of the fact that the
renewability of much of our sponsorships will be contingent
upon our “substantiated agreed contract performance”. We
simply cannot afford to expect sponsor benevolence if we do
not demonstrably support our sponsors, and continue to live
beyond our means.

Peter Baulch.
#27672
National Committee

e | advertising@ulysses.org.au
m | 0408 807 579

Committee Report
Hello fellow Ulyssians,
It is pleasing to hear that
a lot of the International
Clubs are now out and
about enjoying riding
– for them, winter has
finished!
I continue to be included
in the International
Club and Branch
newsletter and magazine
subscriptions - makes
for great reading, and
it does highlight that
sometimes we see things
differently.
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| treasurer@ulysses.org.au

| mcliaison@ulysses.org.au
International
Liaison’s Report
m |e 0423
379 848
m | 0428 246 175

On the downside, I did receive communication from South
Africa recently regarding the experience of a South African
Ulyssian travelling to Australia. Apparently she made contact
with an Australian Branch and, not having transport, she
arranged to be picked up to attend a morning tea with them.
No one came to get her, or contacted her again and when she
queried why, was told “No one was available to get you”. The
visitor was of course very unimpressed! This is not the way we
want the Ulysses Club Inc Australia to be viewed. As with any
visitor to our Branch or country, please ensure that you follow
through with offers of mateship, make them feel welcome.
One thing I do notice in my communication with the overseas
clubs is that the issues they face are the same as ours –
declining numbers, retention of members and financial issues.
On the other hand, the enjoyment they find in riding open
roads and sharing stories with fellow riders is also the same as
ours. The world is not such a big place after all!

Ulysses Club Thailand
has planned its AGM for August, until that time, the Interim
committee is being headed by the current President Mick
Ditchburn. Mick has been very proactive in seeking advice on
issues relating to their club, including ride protocols etc. The
constitution of each overseas club is different and I can really
only be a sounding board and relate with what works here.
They are actively conducting rider training amongst members
and I am sure this will continue to encourage riders of lower
cc bikes to attend rides.

MAOTY

Mick has worked with me to answer queries from riders
wanting to join with Thailand Ulysses and hopefully this
growth of members will continue.

The 2nd Ipswich Bike night was very enjoyable and I believe
the Gold Coast Bike night, The Ray Owens Classic at Canungra
and the Ipswich Domestic Violence ride, all to be held very
shortly will continue to increase awareness of the Ulysses Club
as all events will have Ulysses Club stalls in place.

The Ulysses Club New Zealand AGM was held on the 15th
of April in Masterton and attended by a small Australian
contingent consisting of myself, Savaugn Pratt #20508, Des
Fergusson #48614, Robyn Fergusson #57207 and Peter
Baulch #27672.
Mike Dew maintained his role as the New Zealand Club
President and the new Vice President Tim “Tiny” Stewart is
now my International counterpart. Tiny had lots of questions
and it was good to be able to share experiences and
International contacts with him.
We found all the New Zealand members very friendly and
there was a lot of sharing of ideas and ride experiences.
The AGM evening dinners were a riot of fun, filled with lighthearted silliness that ensured we thoroughly enjoyed our time,
talked a lot and even danced! I received a copy of their book
– “Growing Old Disgracefully” – A history of the Ulysses Club
in New Zealand, a very good read.
The Great Britain Club has answered an insurance query from
an Australian Ulysses member intending to spend considerable
time in Britain. They appear to be working together toward a
solution, so hopefully I can give you all more information in
the near future.

On the 18th of April, I was very proud to be able to present
the Motorcycle Apprentice Of The Year QLD/NT zone winner
certificate and the Supercheap voucher to Leaston Farrawell.
Leaston has just finished his final year as an apprentice
with Team Moto Virginia, Brisbane. He is a very worthwhile
recipient and a good bloke.
South East Queensland Expos and Shows

On the 18th of June South East Queensland Ulysses Branches
will again hold the annual Cartwheel Ride. All South East
Queensland Branches take part and funds raised are donated
to both the South East Queensland Memorial Gardens and the
Ulysses Club Arthritis Fund. All riders are welcome to join in –
please contact me if you would like more information.
Please note the new date for Queensland’s largest bike expo;
the Laverda Concours, held in Cleveland, is now the 15th of
October.

Always Look on the Bright Side of Life

Allan Pratt
#9186 DM #22

Ulysses Club Switzerland is talking about the 8th European
Rally to be held in Saarland, Germany on the 2nd to the 5th
of June 2017. This event is organised by Germany. This is
another weekend that I would really enjoy going to, but work
keeps getting in the way.
Pleasingly I have recently received replies from the Ulysses
Clubs in Norway and Botswana – great to know they are still
viable, even if the numbers are small. Norway is waiting for
the snows to thaw to go for a ride and the new Botswana
contact has provided future ride and event details so hopefully
I will hear more from both these clubs in the future.
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UCARF REPORT

Sadly, Ulysses Club member Peter Nagle recently lost a short
battle with cancer.

support, this of course will be enacted. Thank you Mr Michael
Sharpe, Manager, Woolworths Bonnyrigg.

Peter’s funeral was held on the 9th March 2017 and as an
indication of his popularity and respect there was a tremendous turnout of family and friends including many Ulysses
Club members. There was an impressive motorcycle escort to
the funeral service of 50 plus bikes and the seating capacity
of the chapel quickly filled spilling to the outside. Peter was a
very active Hills Branch and Sydney mid-week riders associate, hence the large motorcycle escort. Peter always showed
a keen interest in UCARF, advocating the cause and turning
up for the four organised charity ride days organised by the
Sydney mid-week riders group each year.

As the UCARF Coordinator, on behalf of the Ulysses Club, I
wish to thank both Jeff and Michael for their dedicated work
and time not only helping UCARF but representing the club in
such a positive light.

It was the wishes of both Peter and wife Pam that in lieu of
flowers there be a donation box at the front of the chapel with
all proceeds going to UCARF. This beautiful gesture culminated
in a donation of $350.00 which was presented to me as the
coordinator in person by Pam.
Speaking of the Sydney mid-week riders group, the guys have
donated to UCARF once again. Bill Vanooi the rides coordinator
recently informed me that he has transferred $340.00 to the
UCARF account as a result of the second of four annual charity
day rides they conduct. The ride on Thursday April 6th was to
the famous Mount Panorama racing circuit at Bathurst NSW
and included a visit to Ash’s Speedway Museum. Stephen the
ride leader tells a tale of 21 riders travelling from McGraths
Hill to Bowenfels for morning tea, past Lake Lyell at Lithgow,
through Sodwalls, Tarana and Brewongle before arriving at
Bathurst. The latter part of the journey included some beautiful green sheep and cattle country but also included whoops,
dips and broken down single lane bridges in the middle of
tight corners..
Thanks again for your support.
Ticket sales for the UCARF biennial raffle were moving very
slowly in the early stages despite some good publicity. As late
as February the coordinator identified that a boost was much
needed and a flyer with a plea for support was created and
widely distributed. This was backed up by a full page copy
published in the last edition of Riding On, the E-newsletter, the
website and other NatCom and branch support. The response
was exceedingly good with ticket requests jumping significantly to the point that by early May there was only 80 unsold
tickets left plus some returns. It is expected that the remaining
tickets will be easily sold before or at the AGM event.
It would be very fitting to recognise and thank a couple of
individual members that went well beyond the call of duty
when assisting with ticket sales. Jeff Cole who is the secretary/
quartermaster of the Central Deserts Branch sold a total of 15
raffle books (300 tickets).
Not that there was any contest but the 300 tickets sales is the
highest achieving result of any branch or individual. Jeff also
organised the display of an Indian Scout motorcycle outside
the local Bunnings store which helped immensely with sales.
Member Michael Denyer #51660 who requested 14 books
back in November last year has been selling tickets every
weekend outside the local Woolworths store where he works.
Michael came in on his days off to pack eggs in the store; in
turn the manager gave him permission to sell the tickets on
the premises. Michael has requested that the Woolworths
store manager receive a certificate of appreciation for their
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I would also like to thank all staff, club officials, branches and
members that rallied to the cause, too many to mention all
but a shining example of how good our club can be and an
achievement that makes one very proud to be a fellow member.
The following donations have been received since the last recognition in the autumn edition of Riding On. In no particular
order these most generous contributions are as follows –
Torrens Valley Branch $605.70, Upper Hunter Branch $500.00,
Perth Branch $530.00, Shearwaters Branch $1,162.50,
Westgate Wanderers Branch $200.00, Shane Bailey $50.00,
Sunshine Coast Branch $1000.00, Redcliffe Branch $1000.00,
Jack Leigh $100.00, Central Victoria Branch $500.00, North
West Coast Branch $500.00, Newcastle Lower Hunter Branch
$1100.00, Northern Gateway Branch $116.00, Yarra Ranges
Branch $4000.00, Sunshine Coast Branch $296.70, Woy Woy
Peninsular Branch $300.00, Lithgow and Districts Branch
$500.00, Ipswich Branch $310.00, Bairnsdale and Districts
Branch $300.00, Sydney Mid-week Riders Group $340.00,
Wellington members of the Dubbo and Western Plains Branch
$5000.00, Pam Nagle $350.00.
The various methods branches employ for fund raising is
greatly diverse and always of interest. A brief description accompanying donations is much appreciated and always worthy
of mention in UCARF reports.
“I don’t deserve this award, but I have arthritis and I don’t
deserve that either.” Jack Benny.

Kim Kennerson
UCARF Coordinator,
#6929 LM # 14

NEW MEMBER PROFILE - JACK LEWIN WELCOME
Candy Persimmon Red tank and fairings splashed with
glistening metallic flat spark black modestly covering the
responsive power that purred within. She looked built for
fun, with enough excitement to admire… and respect.
Decision made! A brand new Kawasexi 650 Ninja was given
a home - mine! ... and now, to learn how to ride… doh!
I wasn’t a complete novice but pretty close to one. I knew
I had to do my due diligence of road time ahead, to learn
the ropes and learn to be safe. So did some riding courses
before going for my Learners and some online courses as
well – where I actually won a competition and scored some
wet weather riding gear. All helped to give me just enough
confidence to ride, but nowhere near enough experience to
be a competent rider.
It’s very hard to realise how much you don’t know about
riding, especially if you’re riding on your own. So from a
practical sense, joining a motorcycle club was a way to
help further my riding ability. The guys I met at Khancoban
showed me that this can be coupled with an enjoyable
“riding experience”. Ulysses club and I were destined to
meet.

Chris Ouzounis #66515

About two years ago, I was at Khancoban, exploring the
hills in my Fairlane (probably not the best choice of vehicle
to tackle the twisties). Sure enough, the car’s temp gauge
soon hinted at a need for a breather so I pulled into a place
called Scammells Lookout. Great spot, awesome views. but
what got my attention was the number of motorbike riders
there… who all looked around my vintage.
Curious about the gathering, I spoke to a few riders who
explained they were there for the Snowy Ride, supporting
the Childrens Cancer Foundation. The conversation also
touched on info about their bikes (surprise, surprise) and
gear and other places they’ve ridden to. But what really
shone through and impressed me the most was the spirit of
friendship and community within their group. This was my
first Ulysses experience.
Meeting those guys helped me realise that good quality
of life is about balance. Working in the concrete jungle,
dealing with stiff suits, whiteboards and excel spreadsheets
can lead to a fairly sterile existence. My scales needed
adjusting. What was missing was an ol’ fashioned sense
of community - and weekends that needed some serious
“outdoor” exposure.
About a month later, I found myself at a bike store (won’t
mention names on the grounds that it my incriminate me)
contemplating a purchase - with no license and 30 years
since I was last in the saddle. And like a kid in a candy
store, was confronted with so many temptations until… I
saw her, my cherry ripe.
She had a captivating sleek body, stylishly masking her
slightly aggressive heritage. A hypnotic dual headlight
design with multi-reflector bulb hoods - her twin position
lights paying honour to her super-sport brethren. A blushing

I joined the Ulysses Club in June last year and it wasn’t long
before I was going on group rides on a regular basis. I can’t
speak highly enough about the benefit of being amongst
experienced and responsible riders, who are not only happy
to guide you (if you ask), but also treat you as an equal
and bring home the importance of “riding within your own
skill level”. For me, there’s a safety aspect that comes with
riding in a group - you are never on your own and never left
behind. As a returned rider, this type of exposure has been
invaluable.
But the Ulysses Club has been so much more than this.
There is a healthy community spirit that keeps everyone
engaged that seems to happen seamlessly - but I know
that a lot of hard work goes into making this club a
success. Rides and events are well organised, they’re fun
and you get the opportunity to experience some of the
most beautiful countryside we have, literally in our own
back yard. The camaraderie is inspiring. Right from the
handshake, the bike pride “fun” slurs (ha ha ha Harley), the
nicknames, dinners and get togethers, trips away – through
to the homage we pay to riders that have ridden on, the
charities we support and the care, respect and well-being
we show for our own.
My decision to join the Ulysses Club was to enjoy the “riding
experience”… and it certainly has done that and more. Being
a member of Ulysses has opened up a new world filled with
good people. Everyone has been friendly and very generous
with their time. I’ve felt very welcomed as the new kid on
the block and can say to any new member that from my
experience, if you make an effort, your effort is returned 10
fold.
My name is Chris Ouzounis, my friends call me “Ouzo”
or “Oozi”, and I’m a proud member of the Yarra Ranges
Branch.
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30 big ones for Darling
Downs branch
This was a bit late arriving, but it was obviously a big night for
Darling Downs, and better late than never, as the actress said to
the bishop. Ed.
2016 marked the 30th Anniversary of the formation of the
Darling Downs Branch of the Ulysses Club. We celebrated
by having a reunion dinner at our usual meeting venue, Club
Glenvale.

Ken Williams, #134, has been
a Ulyssean for 31 years.

Our hosts at Club Glenvale agreed that we could display some
motorcycles on the lower deck area while guests could mingle
on the upper deck.
For the display, around 25 bikes represented a wide variety of
motorcycling eras and styles. Three of our sponsors came and
brought new models from their dealerships. Selected members
were also invited to display their motorcycles. There were some
great classics including a bullet nose sidecar outfit, some wellloved more recent models, a fully kitted out adventure bike and
even a speedway bike!
On 26th October, 2016 our celebration came together and was a resounding success. Over 80 people attended:
members, past members and their guests.
It was such a fun night that one member suggested we should hold it every year! Perhaps not… but we will all be
looking forward to our next big anniversary that’s for sure!
Linda Carey #40838

Celebration Time: Darling Downs Branch members gathered to celebrat
e their thirtieth anniversary.
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WA takes
Motorcycle
Friendly to a new
level
IT was a big time for everybody at the 2017 York
Motorcycle Festival.
Thousands flocked to the annual event in the
Avon Valley, just under 100kms from Perth, to see
motorcycles everywhere.
Crowds were thrilled by the skills of stunt rider Dave
McKenna, and heard the big announcement; never
mind your motorcycle friendly towns, Avon Valley is
Australia’s first Motorcycle Friendly Region.
Seven shires are linked by the Avon Valley –
Beverley, Chittering, Goomalling, Northam, Toodyay,
Victoria Plains and York, home of course to the highly
successful York Motorcycle Festival.
Winding roads and magnificent scenery throughout
the region have branded the area ideal for motorcycle
tourism.
Making it easier for visiting riders will be 95 branded
Avon Valley road signs, the printing and distribution
of 2500 pocket maps and an online list of over 70
participating venues (eateries, accommodation and
attractions).

MAOTY WINNER ANNOUNCED
Sidney Rowlands was announced as Motorcycle Apprentice Of The Year (MAOTY).
Apprenticed at Canberra Motorcycle Centre, Sid won a 250cc Suzuki motorcycle, in
addition to the $1000 voucher presented to each of the MAOTY finalists by Super
Cheap Auto Accessories.
His new bike was not available for our photo, but Sidney Rowlands, centre, was
presented with his winner’s certificate by MAOTY coordinator Peter Baulch, new
president Jen Woods, past president Helena Gritton and MAOTY adjudicator
Graham Moore.
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Letters To The Editor

Dear Editor;
Help on AGM travels
My travelling partner and I were en route to the 2017 AGM
in Port Macquarie, when we stopped at Tamworth to get our
bearings and the whereabouts of our motel.
It was at this point that my travelling companion noticed
that on her Ducati Diavel, the bolt holding the rear part of
the exhaust pipe had sheared through and the exhaust was
flapping in the breeze, not good!
Our problem was exacerbated by the fact it was a Sunday
afternoon, more not good, but this is where the bad luck took
a turn in our favour.

Monday morning 8.45 sharp we walked around to the bike
shop, explained our problem and immediately were told to
bring the bike round to the workshop for them to look at.
The owner then took charge, fixed the problem, also
proceeded to tighten her mirror and we were mobile by 9.20.
Apparently he is a Ducati rider as well, I guess that helped!
Anyway joking aside, a BIG thankyou to all the friendly staff at
Western Ranges Motorcycles.
Alan Lindley, #5309
President Southern Cross Tourers, branch of Ulysses Club

Our motel was situated next door to Western Ranges
Motorcycles, a Harley, Suzuki, Triumph, and Dcati dealership.

Dear Editor;

see the amount of effort put in by all the volunteers.

Hi, I am Blind John from the Forster NSW branch, member
#29717.

I hope a special mention can be made about the work put in
by Rex #17134 and Jenny Meredith #25929, the campground
coordinators at the 2017 AGM Event.

I was lucky to get my son to take me to the AGM gathering
at Wauchope, and this was my first time to attend one of the
AGM gatherings.
Well what a great club we are, the social interaction, the fund
raising, and the support of communities.
But for me as a total blind member I am always touched how
much compassion is shown for other less fortunate members.
I was very nervous about attending such a busy event, as I
not only have no eyes, but have early onset dementia.
But I needn’t have worried as the many members rallied
around to make sure I was well cared for and I would say
even spoilt.
The experience of doing the ride procession through Port
Macquarie, and being at the presentation, and to get to meet
so many of our wonderful members will stay with me, or at
least I have put it on my computer so when I can’t remember
I can read about the great time I had, thanks to our wonderful
organisation.
When we arrived on site we were placed next to the medical
office and introduced to the volunteers that offered to help
with any problems I would come across. This theme continued
throughout the event, although I think my big white Guide
Dog, OSCAR, may have been the attraction. How great it is to
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They took personal time out of their busy tasks to make sure
I was being looked after, and even getting me on the back of
Rex’s bike in the Grand Parade. As I don’t have eyes I use my
ears lots and heard so many times how both Rex and Jenny
would go out of their way to help members.
As a foot note, I know our club is for motor bike riders,
and yes even no eyes I still ride solo, using UHF helmet
communication, although at times I get the instructions
wrong, so have to re build another bike, and yes a blind
mechanic too.
Lastly I would like to put in an appeal for any of the members
that may know of a cheap sidecar outfit or a cheap trike,
preferably one I can register, as with my dementia progressing
quickly I am having more and more trouble with balance, and
at times trying to get off the bike while going, just forgetting
what I am supposed to do.
Again thanks to all members that took time to talk and help
the blind rider John.
Regards
John Keep #29717

Dear Editor;

then sending my m/c to auction might recoup 4 to $5,000
mitigating their costs to around $5,000.

Read that fine print closely

Update: Neville advised that he had accepted an offer from
insurer of $8500 and he keeps the Triumph. But then; I have
been advised by the WA Dept. of Transport, (DOT) "your
motorcycle has been assessed as a total loss, and written off.
The number plates attached to this vehicle must be returned
to your nearest DVS centre, failure to comply may render you
liable to a penalty."

THERE might be a lesson for many of us in this very angry
letter from Ulyssean Neville, who has agreed to it being
edited. That includes not naming the insurer (rest easy, it’s
not one of ours).
Dear Sir;
The following is a problem I have involving my insurer and my
wish to repair my motorcycle, a 2006 Triumph Classic Rocket
3.
I had an accident, causing considerable damage to the
motorcycle, but mainly cosmetic the bike was still rideable.
But it was deemed by insurer a economical write off.
The term economical write off occurs when repairs reach
around 70% of the vehicles market value. This then becomes
according to their PDS (Product Disclosure Statement) a total
loss.
I would like the bike repaired and as its insured for $10,000 I
thought would be no problem, but insurer refuseds to repair
the bike, even after I advised I am willing to pay any excess
costs above the insured amount and meet any contingencies
that may occur. As I wish the bike repaired I have refused to
relinquish possession.

Neville contacted the DOT, claiming insurer had falsely claimed
ownership, but DOT again demanded the number plates.
Giving in at last, Neville surrendered the plates, but then
learned that his motorcycle had been placed by insurer on the
Written Off Vehicle Register (WOVR).
That seriously affects the value of the vehicle, but Neville finds
he has no right of appeal so he is turning to his local MP for
help.
And the lesson of Neville’s experience ? “It is important
members closely scrutinise the PDS on insurance policies, if
you wish to retain your motorcycle in an accident, you should
verify this with your insurer.”
Neville Crilly #47437

If insurer takes possession of the motorcycle, the pay out to
me is $10,000 less $500 fee, a total cost to Insurer of $9,500,

15
days
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Candidates National Committee 2017

ANZAC Day the long way
That one day of the year is
commemorated everywhere.

have been a six footer”. It stood in the road and ignored
the horn blasting of Cyril McK for a while, before taking
off.

At memorials in communities large and small, people
gather for dawn and 11am services honouring the
wartime sacrifice of Australians and New Zealanders at
war; ANZAC Day.

240kms to attend a smaller version of what they could
have seen perhaps 10 kms from their front doors. Was it
worth it? What a silly question.

In my own community, the coastal city of Geraldton, WA,
the Dawn Service had an attendance in thousands. I
was there, but absent were several
members of the Ulysses Club
Geraldton Branch.

Gary Warner #65262

They had chosen instead to attend
the Dawn Service in the small town
and shire of Mingenew, 120 kms
to the south. To be there on time
at 6am, the group met at the usual
departure point of the Puma servo at
4am. Ever noticed how it seems to
get colder around that time?
Arriving with numb fingers 45 minutes
later, they were heartened to find the
Mingenew Bakery café open with fresh
hot coffee available!
After the service the Ulysseans joined
local participants for a cooked Gunfire
Breakfast (without the traditional tot
of rum), before setting off on the ride
home. About half way there, the ride
was briefly interrupted by what was
described as “a bloody big `roo, must
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It even LOOKS cold in the main
street of Mingenew. Picture:
Clayton Cream

M

ost Ulysses Club members have enjoyed going on
one or more of our club rides, be it short ones, long
ones or something in between. Many of you would
also understand that these rides don’t just happen,
or come about by accident.
Usually one of our members has gone to the trouble of
organising that ride starting with formulating the original
idea and following that up with planning, posting the ride,
often pre-riding the trip and following up with the actual
ride. And those club members that take part are usually very
appreciative of the efforts of the ride leader.
However our club, in fact no club, can be reliant on the same
people always organising events and rides, as there comes
a time when those people will no longer be available for a
variety of reasons – including becoming “burned out”.
So we need more members, both old and new, to step up and
start organising some rides. Branches vary in size from 20 to
200, yet we always seem to rely on a small handful of people
organising rides. In reality, any Branch needs only about 15
or so members to organise one ride in any 12 month period
and we would have more than enough rides to keep us all
occupied.
Toy Runs, Poker Runs, Rally Rides, Memorial Rides and others
automatically fill some places on our ride calendars, but there
are many other days or weekends which could be taken up
with a new ride. Branches Australia wide need new people to

step up with a few new ideas and to make the effort to plan
and lead a ride.
Rides do not need to be 400km epics to be successful. In
winter a simple 150 to 250km ride would be more than
enough. In summer the same applies, but with extra daylight
you can risk going a bit further. Branches are always looking
for new destinations or ideas.
If someone wants to plan and run a ride and isn’t sure what
to do, speak to either your current or a past ride-coordinator,
or anyone that has run a ride. It is really very basic but
sometimes “fear of failure” puts people off trying. Just
remember, you are amongst friends and no one will give you a
hard time if you have at least tried. (At least not for long!!)
Some Branches, from time to time, have ride leader “classes”
which can help to get you started. Many Ulysses Club
branches are having trouble fielding ride leaders and they
are suffering for it. Without ride leaders we run the risk of
becoming a two wheeled coffee club with nowhere to go. (Not
that there is anything wrong with having a good coffee). So
please, all members should consider organising a ride or two,
by themselves or with the aid of a friend.
It’s not that hard and help is available.
Henry Rokx #28636 DM#45
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Ulysses Club Inc.

AGM Event 2017
Port Macquarie
-Wauchope
Monday 22 May to Sunday 28 May, 2017
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President’s Address
AS your new national president, I
am humbled by my election and
grateful for your support.
I hope to continue the work of
my predecessor, Helena Gritton,
whose contribution to Ulysses
Club Inc is beyond question.
My congratulations also go to
the other National Committee
members elected for this term; I
appreciate them taking on their roles.
Much has been achieved in the Club, and I hope to continue
that work, with your support.
I never cease to be amazed by the spirit of Ulysses, that
sees us take on big challenges like the AGM Event, which
was another success enjoyed by attending members.
The AGM Event Host Committee and the National AGM
Event Coordinators as well as the hard working members
who volunteered at the event, deserve praise and our
appreciation for a very enjoyable event.

expected, but a great time was had by all.
Sadly, it was not a happy ending for some members of our
Sunshine Coast Branch, who were involved in a serious road
accident as they headed home.
Sunshine Coast Branch president Paul Grossman #60807
was one of nine members on six bikes that left Port
Macquarie with the intention of heading home via Byron
Bay, but tragedy struck on a section of roadworks about 30
km South of Grafton.
Three of four riders involved escaped with relatively minor
injuries, but Katrina Craw was hit by a car that allegedly
veered across the white line, and as a result her right leg
had to be amputated below the knee.
Katrina’s partner Steve has asked that Paul Grossman be the
main contact at this stage for our Ulysses Club family.
I know I speak for all Ulysseans when I express our shock at
what has befallen Katrina, we all hope she has a successful
recovery from her injuries.
Jen Woods #21395
National President

Attendance figures of around 2000 were slightly lower than

Awards, trophies and life memberships
were presented at the AGM.
Spirit of Ulysses Award
David Daking #64161
Lyn Grayden #53132
Robert Watson #48273

Dearnley Medal

UCARF RAFFLE WIN

IT became a comedy of errors when John Taylor
heard his name called out as winner of the
UCARF raffle.
John had left his raffle tickets at home in
Melbourne, and noise levels in the AGM marquee
meant he only heard his name, not his address.
After three days of thinking he had won an
Indian Scout, John got the bad news from UCARF
coordinator Kim Kennerson that the winner was
actually Jon Taylor of Kentucky, NSW.
John Taylor accepted the error in good humour,
and Jon Taylor was presented with his new bike
at the Indian Motorcycle dealership in Concord,
Sydney, from Kim Kennerson and dealership
service manager Chris Papas.

#56 Ray Parker #49825
#57 Ron Howell #45382

Life Memberships

LM #18 Mike Abberfield #8158
LM #19 Helena Gritton #14027

Trophy Winners

Longest Distance 250cc and under won by Ms Shaen Thelander
#61638 Shaen rode from Sydney 406km on a 250cc VStar and
she’s a P plater
Oldest Combination (Bike and Rider) Bruce Reid #3403 Bruce was
born Feb 1928 and rode from Tamworth on a 1948 BSA – 253kms
Longest Distance Rider, Peter Moore #47546
Oldest Rider – Bruce Reid #3403
Longest Distance Pillion Kate Lewis #55286, from Alice Springs, a
Google distance of 2911.8 Kms
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Trust a fellow rider
with your claim

Bennett & Philp Lawyers
will get you back on the road
and to your destination.
Rely on our 35 year track
record in motor accident claims.

Proud to support
Ulysses Club Inc.

A: Level 13, 15 Adelaide Street,
Brisbane Qld 4000, Australia
P: GPO Box 463, Brisbane Qld 4001
T: +61 7 3001 2999 | F: +61 7 3001 2989
E: enquiries@bennettphilp.com.au

Thailand
& Laos
15
days

TOUR
DATES

November 5 - 19
November 26 - December 10

We’re presenting a two week ride through Northern Thailand and wild Northwest Laos.
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13
years

HigHligHts
Sukothai (UNESCO World
Heritage Site), Phu Rua,
Vientiane, Vang Vieng, Luang
Prabang (UNESCO World
Heritage Site), Mountains
to Oudom Xai, Chiang Rai,
Golden Triangle, Mekong
River, Road of 1,864 curves,
Long Neck Hill Tribe, Doi Inth

www.adriaticmototours.com

Pablo’s Early Start On
Being Disgraceful
This is a true story from over 50 years ago (with a presentday photo). ‘Pablo Pank’ is a pseudonym taken by this exUlyssean, the ‘hero’ of this story. If anyone identifies him
from the photo he’s not worried. As you can see, this fella
started growing old disgracefully very early on in his riding
career. He no longer rides with us, he’s too slow - like the old
judge in the story!

Here Comes the Judge!
This episode in the life of a young biker “Pablo” and his gold
and black 1957 Triumph Thunderbird 650 happened over fifty
years ago. In those days the Emerson train crossing at the
intersection of South and Cross Roads in Adelaide had no
fly-over bridge for South Road traffic. Trains crossing there
often caused lengthy traffic delays so the inventive minds
of a group of young bikers found a way to speed up their
situation. Young Pablo Pank was the last rider in this bunch
one particular Friday night.
As five of them sped southwards along South Road that
night, the traffic lights turned red against them at the last
moment. With the road clear, they ducked the traffic lights
by impulsively shooting across the double line, then cutting
through the service station on

the northwest corner of the intersection, before filtering
through traffic across Cross Road to head down Railway
Terrace.
Patrolling police in an HD Holden had seen these
infringements and rushed through the side streets and
intercepted the surprised lads, stopping them all. Pablo at
the back, was hoping the leader would wear the inevitable
booking and he’d be able to ride on, but he was out of luck.
The dutiful officers booked them each in turn, repeating the
same safety lecture before they were allowed to ride on.
Several weeks went by before the dreaded summons to
appear in court arrived. There were no slaps on the wrist,
good behaviour bonds or other forms of soft-soaping by
judges or magistrates in those days so Pablo was in a state
of nervous anticipation. The hearing required him to appear
during work hours so he reluctantly approached his boss and
explained the situation. Like most bosses, he only allowed
Pablo to leave his workplace a short time before the hearing.
On the dreaded day, Pablo rode his Triumph briskly to the
Colonel Light Gardens Police Station for the hearing, but the
sergeant at the desk told him he was in the wrong place, the
court was in fact two miles further north on Goodwood Road
beyond the subway under the railway.
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“ Trembling, his heart thumping, his mouth dry
and his mind confused, Pablo was lost for
words.”
With barely five minutes until he was due to appear, Pablo
was in a state of panic. He kick-started his Thunderbird into
life and tore north along Goodwood Road. As he entered the
subway, he was frustrated by a big, old, white Jaguar ambling
slowly along, blocking his passage. In an adrenalin rush, he
grabbed a fistful of throttle and tore over the double lines
past the old Jag.
Less than a minute later Pablo rode into the court car-park,
relieved to have got there in the nick of time. Standing
there were all his mates ready to hear their fate. There was
no vacancy for Pablo to park his bike except one place that
had a sign, Police Business Only. Pablo squeezed his bike
alongside another vehicle right on the edge of this space and
was just about to dismount when a large, old, white Jaguar
edged slowly into the same spot very close to his bike. With
a feeling of impending doom, he recognised the same old
Jaguar he had just roared past.
An elderly, bespectacled, white-haired gentleman in a dark
suit emerged from the car with a black brief-case and stared
sternly at Pablo for a moment, then without a word strode
into the court building. Pablo and his mates then moved
inside to the waiting area. All felt nervous but none of
them had nearly as much dread as Pablo who was by now
frightened he’d wet himself.
Once inside, the mates soon fell silent. After a short, tense
wait, a court official entered the room and called out the
names of all the young offenders, except Pablo, to appear
before His Honour. With a racing pulse, Pablo was left
waiting, sweating and swallowing nervously. Each of the
culprits was duly fined three pounds with two pounds court
costs by the judge, not an insignificant sum in those days,
and they were given a stern lecture about safety and the
serious consequences of a repeat of their offence and were
dismissed.
Next, after what seemed a long time, Pablo, by then a
sweating, nervous wreck, was called in. Peering over his
glasses, His Honour spoke sharply,
“You must be Pank! Pank, not only have you broken the law
by dangerously crossing the barrier double lines on South
Road recently as charged, you also crossed them when you
rushed recklessly past me on your motorbike on the way here
just a few minutes ago! Do you have anything to say for
yourself?”
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Trembling, his heart thumping, his mouth dry and his mind
confused, Pablo was lost for words. Terrified anything he
might say would only make matters worse he could only
hoarsely stammer; “N-n-nothing Your Honour.”
The old judge then proceeded to lecture Pablo at length
about safety and responsibility and as a multiple offender,
the severe consequences of a repetition of this offence. For
good measure the judge fined Pablo four pounds with two
pounds court costs and dismissed him. Almost in a state of
collapse, Pablo emerged to tell his mates the full story of his
not-so-lucky encounter with the dawdling white Jaguar driven
by the same judge along Goodwood Road just before the
appearance.
For decades now, there has been a concrete barrier in the
centre of busy Goodwood Road through the subway, so it
is impossible for Pablo or anyone else to cross what were
double lines there. In its drive to benefit the community by
curbing crime, the state government has recently sold off
both Colonel Light Gardens Police Station and the Goodwood
Court-house. The old judge would have passed on long ago,
and probably his Jaguar too. The world has moved on, but
Pablo’s recollection of his offending and particularly the day of
his hearing have most assuredly not!
Pablo says he doesn’t remember the rest of that day, but the
memory of his desperate last minute dash to court and his
encounter with the judge stay with him as if they happened
just yesterday…. and no, he did not wet his pants, quite! So
the old judge did make quite a lasting impression.
Starting with just a frame and one wheel, Pablo has patiently
pieced together a handsome 1957 Triumph Thunderbird
over many years, from parts obtained within Australia and
overseas. He has done a fantastic job sourcing parts large
and small before the internet was there to facilitate the
process, and he has completed a nut and bolt restoration
with attention to fine detail. Like the bike of his youth, it is
strikingly painted in gold and black and it brings back lots of
memories, all sort of memories, but, history is not repeating
itself. His riding style has matured, he is far more sedate
now, ambling slowly along these days like the old judge in his
Jag!
Guzzi Bob #16461

weekend ride
Things I learned No. 2… Everyone gets ready to go half
an hour earlier than the agreed time from the night
before!!

Southern Cross Tourers
to Genoa and Dalgaty
So… I’m sitting here the day after, glass of red in hand
watching the rain fall, thinking how lucky were we to have
the most magnificent weather for our trip - four days of
cool mornings, sunny days and warm afternoons (and one
hot night!!).
Twelve souls and 11 bikes met at Baxter for an 8.30am
departure. Ron Olson (our ride leader extraordinaire),
Alan Lindley (our Presidential Tail-End Charlie - no
one rocks a fluro vest like Alan), and Scott Lawrance,
Wolfgang Koernig, Peter Baulch, Craig Boyd, Mark
Bedford, Kim ‘the Phantom’ Radenic, Garry & Chris Wood,
George Staynor and I headed off for our first coffee stop
at Yarragon.
I learned a few things on this trip… Thing No.1… There is
no petrol at Yarragon… which was OK (me being the only
person that needed to fill up) as I did have enough petrol
to go further down the road, but something to remember
for future trips!
Lunch stop at Bairnsdale - not many ways to go too far off
the beaten track when you have to get to Genoa - but it
always amazes me when you see those ginormous power
stations that fill the landscape. Next stop, Cann River,
where we all fuelled up before the last few kilometres to
Genoa.
Genoa - what a place and what a hotel! So many lovely
old pubs in Australia have been renovated to within an
inch of their lives, but the Genoa Hotel has got to be one
of the most quintessential Aussie pubs - and where better
to spend the first night on Australia Day!!
Cold beer, great pub meals, and the oldest juke box I’ve
ever seen - thank goodness it had Puff the Magic Dragon
on it!!
We had the pub to ourselves, there were after-dinner
walks, pool playing, and after an innocent work-related
anecdote from Craig, we had the saying of the trip - “up
your bum bum”!!

So Day2 saw me quickly getting ready for what I
thought was going to be a boring ride into Mallacoota
for breakfast. I was unprepared for how windy the road
is, and how busy it is. I was also unprepared for how
beautiful Mallacoota is. We went in to Gypsy Point on the
way back which also is lovely - very quiet (well, it was
once we turned our bikes off).
We cross the NSW border, where we turn off just before
Eden and head for the hills.
Things I learned No. 3… Turn on the bloody GPS tracker
on my phone so I know where the hell we’ve been!!
So I have a general idea… It was beautiful scenery. We
stopped to pay our respects to someone a lot of you will
have known - Garry Disher. Such a beautiful but tragic
place along the road. We continued on to Candelo.
Things I learned No. 4… There is no petrol in Candelo. But
what a gorgeous little town!
The last 20 minutes into Cooma tested everyone - it got
hot, and the landscape went from hills and lots of trees to
a moonscape of flat, brown land. This was spectacular in
itself, but I was pretty quick to throw off the helmet and
jacket and head into an air-conditioned McDonalds!
Onwards to Dalgaty, which is on the Snowy River.
Buckleys Crossing Hotel was certainly better maintained
than Genoa, but this was our ‘hot night’ - you couldn’t
open bedroom windows, and there were no fans. Plus
there were only two toilets and two showers for the
whole hotel - including patrons at the public bar and in for
dinner.
I was surprised to learn that this was a serious contender
to be the site of Australia’s capital city. But the biggest
surprise was waiting for us when we pulled up - Jim
Sandbach was standing on the balcony, cold drink in
hand, waiting to welcome us!!
Now I don’t know where they all came from, because I
reckon I saw about five houses, but that pub got very
busy (maybe word had spread of a potential Phantom
sighting?). Alas there was one old lady who was very
disappointed as the Phantom did not show… but I will
never forget the look on the face of a little boy, who had
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come in for dinner with
his family, and after
being shown all the
bikes out the back of
the pub, he chose to sit
on a purple Boulevard
and was allowed to rev
that bike as loud as he
could!! Pure joy (for the
little boy and Kim!).
After a nice breakfast the
next morning, someone
decided I should lead the
ride out of Dalgaty!! OMG
are these people nuts??!!
Things I learned No. 5… Being ride leader is a lot harder
than it looks!!
The morning was crisp, and the country back roads were
basically empty; it was like the road was just for us.
Another surreal moment was riding alongside the wind
farms out from Dalgaty - these huge, skinny silent fans
dominate the horizon.
So with no map, no radio - you guessed it - I rode past the
turn off… which everyone else took!! And they still made
me be the ride leader as we continued on to Bombala, our
next stop.
We carried on to Eden, which was very busy, and the
weather was starting to warm up, so half the group
decided to go the most direct route back to Genoa, and
Ron, Scott, Craig, Peter and I went the long way - up Imlay
Road. If you have never been on this road it is compulsory.
Things I learned No. 6… I got a master class in how to go
around corners really fast!! Thank you Ron in particular,
who talked me through the finer points, let me lead and
have a go. Lunch at Cann River and then back to the
Genoa Hotel to catch up with the rest of the group, who
had gone back via Mallacoota.
Last night of the trip - will the Phantom show or not!!
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Saturday night at the Genoa Hotel was a bit busier people from the camp ground dropped in as well as a
few locals. The night was nearing the end and some had
started to drift off to bed when… wait! Was that a flash of
purple?
Yes, the Phantom had arrived - no daring down-pipe antics
this time - he quietly sidled up to the bar for a coldie.
Dave, the owner, poured a beer, handed it over and, as
deadpan as you like, said “looks like you’ve got a cross
dresser in your group”!!
After a last morning traditional big cooked breakfast we
head back to Cann River, fuel and coffee, then an early
lunch at Bairnsdale before heading down to Yarram for our
last coffee stop. A brief stop at Leongatha to stretch the
legs, and then on to a very congested end to our journey
- last day of the school holidays and the Island Classic, so
bumper-to-bumper traffic. We say our goodbyes at Baxter
and start to peel off in our different directions.
Things I learned No. 7… The generosity and fellowship
of the motorcycle fraternity knows no bounds. I saw this
across the whole weekend. Whether it was the unstinting
generosity of spirit, knowledge and patience from within
our group (particularly to me as an inexperienced rider) or
the conversations you strike up with complete strangers
when you stop for a coffee or fuel up.
I saw a saying on Facebook a while ago - “It’s the amazing
number of people in my life that I wouldn’t have ever
met if it wasn’t for motorcycles”. I would like to add to
this the amazing country roads and out-of-the-way places
that I would probably have never seen if it wasn’t for
motorcycles.
Thank you everyone for making the weekend so enjoyable,
and for everyone getting back safely. I’m sure I speak for
everyone who came on the trip that it was a great four
days away, with awesome friends, food and scenery - and
fantastic roads that were made for riding!!
Paula Forbes #66731

Joey

Boomer

The Joey is quick & easy 60 second setup with
a queen size bed. The Boomer is easy to setup,
with both annexes it is a roomy 5830mm x
3300mm and very comfortable, light weight.
Made for motorbikes or small cars.
Many extra options available.

Phone Ray 0429 890 830
email acrossozcampers@telstra.com
www.acrossozcampers.com

EAGLERIDER MELBOURNE
Motorcycle Hire and Tour

Melbourne

In Melbourne and need a bike?
A mate is in from out of town but you don’t have a spare bike?
Dreaming of riding the Great Ocean Road but need a bike?
WE RENT DREAMS. HIRE A MOTORCYCLE from EagleRider
Melbourne.

RIDE FOR
LONGER

• Newest fleet of rental BMW’ s, Triumph’s and H-D’s in Australia.
• Large range of bikes; LAMS to big Tourers’.
• Self-drive, guided and custom tours available.

NATURAL
COMFORT

HAND-MADE
IN AUSTRALIA
• Custom-fit guaranteed
• Prompt mail order service
• Warm in winter, cool in summer
• Water-proof covers available

3/603 Whitehorse Road Mitcham Vic. Phone: +61 3 9874 1348.
email: info@eagleridermel.com.au.

www. eagleridermel.com.au.

49 Queen Street Berry NSW 2535
Ph 02 4464 2081 Fax 02 4464 3344
info@goodwool.com.au
Member discounts available
10303_goodwool_ad120x90_FA.indd 1
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Four Branches on the GOR
In lovely March weather, eleven Ulyssians on ten bikes from
four branches, Torrens Valley, Adelaide and Fleurieu branches
set out east for the Great Ocean Road from Tailem Bend.
There were six BMWs, two Triumphs, one Yamaha and one
Suzuki. In Melbourne, Holly and Ron from Melbourne branch
riding a Suzuki and a BMW set out west, making thirteen
riders in all from four branches in two states.
The crow-eaters included John Crow, originally a Victorian,
who doesn’t barrack for the Crows. We rode to Mt Gambier
via the Coorong with a side-trek to a wind farm with dozens of
spinning giants, though not nearly enough to keep SA reliably
electrified.
Our entry to Victoria the next day was cold and foggy, but it
cleared by the time we reached Warrnambool for fuel. There,
Mike Green found a Huntsman spider dancing around inside
his helmet. He desperately flicked up his visor and dislodged
the unwelcome hitch-hiker. Then normally-placid Mike had a
road-rage fit, stamping on it. Spider man…Spider man!
(That must now be his Ulysses name, surely! Ed.)
You just have to accept that slow drivers, overseas tourists,
caravans, motor-homes and pushbikes all like a slice of the
wonderful Great Ocean Road and its views. It’s crowded at
weekends and holiday times, but we had a ride I’d rate as 90%
and that’s still a top biking experience. Despite lowered speed
limits the twisty sections are still great fun.
We had a good run to Apollo Bay, where we met Holly and Ron
from Melbourne, and then on to Lorne. What a remarkable pair
our Melbourne friends are! Despite health problems, Holly’s a
plucky lady and a good rider. Ron at 83 finds walking difficult,
but he capably manages his big BMW K1300 and rides it well.
They are two gritty Ulyssians and top friends too.
On the third day, some rested and some of us rode to Colac
via Laver’s Hill, enjoying a good run again. The winding road
to Colac was almost free of traffic. The girls enjoyed shopping
(but of course!), before a lunch for half the price we’d
have paid in Lorne. We returned on more top roads
through Forrest to Skene’s Creek and Lorne. Later our
foodies prepared a lovely picnic dinner by the Erskine
River next to our caravan park. What a life!
On the fourth day, we parted from our Melbourne friends,
who were riding back east into wet weather, all too
frequent in Melbourne. We rode west, carefully at first
on wet roads, but as they dried, we picked up the pace
enjoying the twists one more time.
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Guy had never seen the “stacks” along the coast (rock
formations also known as The Apostles), so we made sure we
viewed them and Loch Ard Gorge before heading on to the
beautiful Grampians. Some excitement was found in dodging
an errant koala that tested riders’ reaction times, with a good
result for Smoky if not for riders’ frayed nerves.
At Horsham, we had our sumptuous farewell dinner at the
restaurant behind the fibreglass Tyrannosaurus Rex opposite
our caravan park. The proprietor even gave us complimentary
glass of port after the meal – great hospitality.
On the final day, we stopped at Crow’s Corner beyond Goroke
for photos where ‘Crowie’ grew up. Further down the road we
saw a sizeable murder of crows flying aimlessly about near the
SA border. The Port barrackers in our group ribbed the Crows
supporters afterwards.
Once back in SA we rode homewards through the monotonous
Mallee in warm weather. We hadn’t had four different branches
on a ride before but it was great and we’ll do more such
journeys.
Guzzi Bob #16461

I

’m responding to Michael Tong Lee’s challenge in the
Summer Edition of Riding On to define ‘disgraceful
behaviour’ as pertaining to Ulyssians.

Let me start by going back to our late Founding Father, Ol’
#1, who came up with the original recipe for the Ulysses
pie. By all accounts, Stephen was quite a gentleman, but
one with a delicious sense of humour. He had a quest for
adventure and appeared not at all reluctant to ‘have a go’.
Some may say that those are a unique combo of qualities
for a Pommie, but there ya go. He led from the front and we
have all chosen to follow in his footsteps. Having read a lot of
Stephen’s material (but never having met him) I think I sort of
get what he was on about when it comes to the ‘disgraceful’
thingo. I can also appreciate that this motto can be readily
misunderstood if we don’t remember him, his values, and
where our Club has come from historically.
It may be easier to understand Stephen’s challenge to ‘grow
old disgracefully’ by stating what he didn’t mean. I don’t
believe he was suggesting behaviour that is crude, rude,
offensive, hateful, insulting or mean-spirited. I know that after
a day in the saddle and a few beers with mates, it’s not all
that hard to slip into some of these more negative territories
– it can seem hilarious at the time. But that’s a no-no because
it alienates some people who may otherwise become valuable
members of our Club, and can also tarnish the reputations of
all other members. None of us wants to be on the receiving
end of such behaviour, so it’s very much a ‘do unto others’
thing. Maybe riding groups that recognise that they have a
few ‘boisterous’ personalities on board, who may be tempted
to go over the top, need to establish a ‘designated rider’;
someone who tends to drink light beer and gently guide those
funny but obscene buggers back onto a more sociable track
when they stray? OK, so much for the downside. What’s the
upside? Maybe a personal anecdote will better demonstrate
my point than theoretical waffle.
Years ago, I went on an extended ride around NSW and
South Queensland with a couple of buddies, including Alf.
It was the usual blokes’ thing; huge miles, cheap pub beds,
steak, beer and lots of larfs. We were on the way home
through Wellington when we spied a sign offering pies and

milk shakes. Pulling into Pie Land we grabbed our lunch then
looked around for somewhere to eat it. The park was too
far to walk – over 50 metres – so we sat in the next most
comfortable place, the gutter. I should mention that Alf (also
known as ‘Alphonse’ to his family and more genteel friends)
was a Sydney University professor who moved in only the best
of social circles, except when lowering his standards to throttle
his Sportster with us. Anyway, as we sat there in the gutter
munching pies and talking with our mouths full, a couple of
old farts wandered over and started asking about our bikes where we were from and all the usual stuff about how their
fathers had ridden this or that, and so on. They were an
interesting pair; lots of local history, so much so that they sat
down in the gutter next to us to continue the conversation. We
finally finished our lunch, burped, and decided it was time to
hit the road again. As we said goodbye to our new old mates
and donned our helmets, Alf’s tomato sauce dribble still wet
on the front of his leathers, he muttered a few words that I
shall never forget: “I’ve never eaten a pie in the gutter before,
disgraceful really, but mind you, a heck of a lot of fun!!”.
His comments echoed around inside my helmet as we cranked
it up along the Mitchell Highway. Alf’s world was full of black
tie dinner parties, champers, and chit chat about the stock
market, economy and politics. I saw his as a sort of sanitised
lifestyle. Nothing wrong with that; we’re all free to choose the
way we live, but somehow he was missing a whole dimension
of reality. Except when we rode together. My work-a-day world
was physically different from Alf’s, but in some ways the same.
I, too, was expected to act a certain way; observe niceties
that sometimes rankled, hold my tongue at times when I’d
have loved to vent my spleen, and eat humble pie instead of
debating issues. Maybe Alf and I were, of necessity, both in
our own ways, overly subjugated to vocational and political
correctness? And maybe it was the opportunity to get on our
bikes and get real, away from all that ‘stuff’, that inspired our
need to grow old disgracefully? The more I thought about it,
the more I saw ‘disgraceful’ behaviour not as something to
alienate others, but more the freedom to be oneself.
John Bryant
#813
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GIPPSLAND CENTRAL BRANCH

20TH
ANNIVERSARY
GIPPSLAND CENTRAL BRANCH – ULYSSES CLUB INC.

INVITES INTERESTED ULYSSEANS TO
CELEBRATE OUR 20THANNIVERSARY

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 11TH, 2017
Morning Activity

10.00 am: A planned ride will depart from the Shell
RSVP

Marg Van Rossum

Secretary

c/o PO BOX 2018
TRARALGON 3844
E: xenafarr@bigpond.com
M: 0427 221973

Payment

Direct deposit preferred.
Bendigo Bank
BSB: 633-000
Acct: 113401038
Account name:
Gippsland Central Ulysses
Club
Reference your Name and
membership number.

RSVP and payment is

essential; NO later than
October 11.10.2017
for catering purposes.
Please indicate any special
dietary needs.
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Service Station, Princes Highway, TRARALGON. We will
retrace the first ride that initiated the formation of this
Branch.
Lunch can be purchased at the half way point.

Evening Meal

Venue: Italian Australian Sporting and Social Club Morwell,
499-501 Princes Way, Morwell 3840
The evening starts at 6.00pm with a buffet meal of main
and sweets at 6.45.
The first 100 Ulysses members to register, will receive an
anniversary badge.

There will be a display and discussion on the evening by
Ken Robinson, Black Ice Racing Team, current holder of the
World’s Land Speed Record on a Motorbike.
Any monies collected in excess of costs will be donated to
UCARF
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SAME AS THE ONE THAT
WAS WON IN THE UCARF
RAFFLE AT THE AGM
I collected this bike from the Victory and Indian
motorcycle dealer in Sydney, where sales
consultants Robert and Andrew were most
obliging.
The Scout certainly looks the part and this one
is very stylish in the red over thunder black paint
with beautiful brown leather seats. Other colours
like black and blue are available too. It is a real
looker as I observed by the looks from motorists
and other bikers who pass by (when you let
them).
My first impression was of a light weight cruiser,
definitely noticeable when lifting it off the side
stand. This is always a bonus as we grow older
disgracefully and our bodies are not so strong.
At the push of a button the 1136cc water-cooled
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V-twin engine comes to life, with small vibes as
the vees all do. The seating style is comfy low
and contoured around your rear end as it should
be. Handle bars are a little `ape hanger’ type
but appear to have plenty of adjustment. Foot
pegs and pedals are forward,ll of this adding up
to a relaxed sit back style, so if you like the Easy
Rider look then this will do it.
Off we go, and immediately I went to put feet
on foot pegs below my legs, then remembered
they go up front so you can change through
the six speed gearbox and utilise the foot brake
as a stopper. Gear changes are effortless and
together with final belt drive make for a smooth,
non jerking ride. I had reservations about the
Indian Scout but it certainly goes like a herd of
horses and accelerates from all gears in all traffic
situations. The whir of the cooling fan was barely
noticeable and did a great job of keeping the
neatly finished engine cool in heavy traffic, unlike
some larger bikes.

The road out west from Sydney is under construction and
proved to be a stop go bump and grind affair but the
Scout found its way as a commuter and a freeway
flyer. This is the fourth cruiser I have reviewed and
they all just sway around the bends without any
effort, and are so much fun doing so.
With the wind in my silver hair and legs out wide,
we just cruised up the Blue Mountains, getting out
on the highway and passing many on the byway
with style and speed. The controls and speedo
have the basic information and are user friendly,
ensuring the Indian is pointing an arrow in the right
direction.
ABS disc brakes front and rear do the stopping once
you get used to the foot pedal location which does not
take long, but is an interesting learning curve, so make
sure you have appropriate safety footwear. Otherwise this
is such an easy bike to ride and it can take two up with ease,
but my partner looked at the pillion seat and turned the other
cheek at the flat accessory seat and sissy bar.
The add-on panniers would be a must have for your wet weather gear and
to
complement the stylish leather look, which I am a big fan of. Fuel consumption is OK with the sixth gear
Scout and would be sufficient on a short journey with a full slim tank of gas.
Paul Cheetham #46164
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MARYSVILLE TO
EILDON TO MARYSVILLE…
ARE WE THERE YET?

Yarra Ranges Branch claims a Tail End Charlie `first’
If this report had pictures they would probably
embarrass everyone – Ed.
I rode in to Brunch to have a quiet breakfast, read the
paper and mind my own business. Next minute I’m accosted
by Kelvin Blair and Eric Crombie and told, ‘Saddle up, you’re
coming to Marysville’. No breakfast for me, not even a
coffee. To make matters worse, Ed Morris told me he didn’t
have my $100 note from last Saturday. He claimed someone
called ‘Liz’ had it. A likely story!
We had a nice ride to Marysville under a cloudless sky,
taking the most direct route along the Maroondah Hwy and
over the Black Spur, arriving just before 11 am. The last 10
kilometres I spent dreaming of the lovely ‘big breakfast’ with
eggs, bacon, sausages, hash browns and avocado that I
was about to order.
With the other two I pulled into the caravan park that is
booked out by the club every Twin Spurs Rally weekend,
eased off the bike and was told, ‘Saddle up boys, you’re
coming to Eildon. Ride leaves in 5 minutes.’ What?

an eclectic range of conveyances including all manner of
motorbikes, a trike, someone in a car who seemed to later
disappear and maybe someone on a horse, but I’m not
willing to swear to it.
Okay, how hard can it be to ride from Marysville to Eildon as
a cohesive group? Well... just to be certain, the group had
appointed a high powered ‘Brains Trust’ of Crofty and Fonzie
to plan and execute the whole thing like a military exercise.
Furthermore, we had a cunning plan. We appointed Phil
to be Tail End Charlie on his trike, but also had Kelvin in a
fluorescent exploding safety vest that made him look for all
the world like a, well... Tail End Charlie. As Max would say,
“The old double decoy trick, Ninety Nine.”
So the official positions were;
Ride leader: Crofty
Person who rides up and down overtaking people: Fonzie
Tail End Charlie: Phil
Person who looks like the Tail End Charlie but has no official
position: Kelvin.
What could possibly go wrong?

There were bikes everywhere and the place looked really
nice. It’s amazing how it’s bounced back so well from the
fire, all the cabins were shaded by trees. I made a mental
note that next year I will definitely be doing Twin Spurs... no
excuses.

Well for starters it’s always risky having Mick as Ride
Leader because of his rascally identical twin brother John.
As it turned out, John didn’t appear to be there, so he
was unable to infiltrate the ride and take a random turnoff
followed by half the riders.

About 25 or so Ulyssians assembled for the ride to Eildon
for lunch (I kissed the idea of breakfast goodbye) with

Anyway, we got as far as maybe Alexandra and, to give
Phil’s version of events, “the corner marking system went
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tits up.” The crime scene re-enactment established that
some corner marker thought Kelvin was TEC and took
off after him, leaving the real TEC and a small group of
unfortunates to guess (incorrectly) which way we’d gone.
Others claimed that the corner marking system blew up at
least twice, but anyway, once was enough.
We were also entertained by two U-turns which I’d
assumed were due to wild camels blocking the road.
However, I have since learnt that the ride leader became
temporarily ‘location challenged’, or to put it another way,
took the wrong road. A mean spirited person could have
described it as something of a shemozzle, but the sun
was shining, Fonzie’s favourite Skyline Rd was a treat to
ride and the view out over Eildon from the lookout was
stunning. We stopped and took a few photos, and noted
that Phil and several others were mysteriously absent.
As we cruised along I reflected on how you can really do a
lot of decent thinking on rides and wondered if Plato and
Aristotle were maybe motorcyclists? For about 15 minutes
I thought about how my arse was getting a bit sore, then
I became very interested in an insect that got inside my
visor. Rides definitely stimulate the brain.
A new record!
When we got to the bakery at Eildon it became official.
This was the first Yarra Ranges Ulysses ride where the Tail
End Charlie arrived 20 minutes before the Ride Leader! A
proud moment for us all.
Finally I got to order food and decided to have one
large roll for breakfast and one large roll for lunch,
simultaneously. A nice thing about these kind of events
is that you get to know more about your fellow club
members. I was at a table with Homer and he kindly told
us about the valuable rare bird he hoped to purchase. It
sounded like it’s a Han’s Macaw, a smaller version of the
Macaw, presumably named after Han Solo, the intergalactic
pirate who must have had one perched on his shoulder. I
reckon if Homer got an eye patch and a wooden leg, with
his own Macaw perched on his shoulder he’d cakewalk into
the next ‘Pirates of the Caribbean’ as an extra. Apparently
this bird was going to cost him thousands of dollars. As
some wag pointed out, he could get a similar one for ten
bucks at Coles, and already cooked.

Eric then chimed in with a story about a bloke who had a
cockatoo that swore. One day it swore at his guests so he
grabbed it and stuck it in the freezer to chill out. After 15
minutes he took the avian miscreant out and the shivering
bird promised never to swear again. It then asked fearfully
“What the hell did that frozen chook do?” Once you’ve
heard that joke you can never un-hear it. Sorry folks.
Fonzie nominated me to write this ride report despite me
not knowing how many riders were there, what roads we’d
ridden on, and being basically clueless. The vote passed on
a show of hands with one against. (Mine)
After my two rolls I felt a bit full, but to console myself
about being ride reporter I ordered a large chocolate
covered biscuit they called a ‘wagon wheel’, but it was
twice the girth of the old Westons ones. I was a quarter
way into it and making hard work of it when I heard the
shout “Saddle up, we’re heading back”. Just no luck... ever.
The ride back to Marysville was uneventful as far as I can
tell, and despite the minor misadventures on the way to
Eildon we all finished the ride butter side up, so it was
declared a successful outing. Actually one Snake, who shall
remain nameless, almost dropped his bike, allegedly for
the first time in 30 years, right at the start of the ride, but
caught it just in time to save his reputation.
Although I do occasionally take the piss a bit, sincere
thanks to Mick Crofts and John Eckhardt for organising
a very enjoyable ride and to Fabulous Phil Bellamy for
agreeing to be TEC, even if he did arrive first through no
fault of his own.
After some refreshments and good company back at the
cabins, the three of us not staying overnight headed off
with talk of an impending ‘roast pig on spit’ ringing in our
ears. Kelvin was ride leader, Eric was the main bunch and
I was Tail End Charlie and we didn’t stuff it up once. Now
that’s how you do it!
Submitted by Henry Rokx #28636 on behalf of Guy
West. #62746

0 0 2 2 + years

formerly Ferris Wheels Safaris

Tacos ‘n’ Tequila

20 days: Mexico,
Guatemala, Belize

Life is a DARING ADVENTURE or nothing at all !
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Riding The Loop
The Hard Way
THERE are not many challenges left.
Forty-five years have passed since the first recorded
motorcycle ride around Australia, and since then “riding The
Loop” has found its way on to many bucket lists.
It’s easier today of course, on better roads and much better
motorcycles, built for long journeys and equipped with lots of
comfort equipment. One of our newest members, however, is
doing it the hard way.
Julie Jasper #67197, a 50 yo social worker from Albany, WA,
has worked with victims of family and domestic violence,
people who have experienced the damaging effects of drug
and alcohol abuse while living in extremely controlled and
unhealthy environments.
Writing a journal blog of her trip, Julie hopes to restore some
balance, some hope, and to help provide healing for these
once ‘silenced victims’, her ride has been dubbed “The Silent
Tour”.
Her challenge is that Julie is doing it on the motorcycle she fell
in love with and bought two years ago – a 1942 Indian 741
Military Scout known as Mz Ella.
On their first ride
together, Julie
reached for the
controls of her
previous bike and
crashed into a shed,
breaking a leg in the
process. Her healing
time was spent
rebuilding Mz Ella,
then the trip began last
March. Not for long, as
Mz Ella’s engine decided
Perth was a good place
for another rebuild.
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It was too, as Mz Ella was placed in the hands of Murray
Morrell, accurately described as an `Indian Specialist’.
Three weeks later, with Mz Ella running like new and Murray
generously donating his extensive time, the dynamic duo were
on the road again.
Last we heard, Julie and Mz Ella were enjoying the weather
at Exmouth and contemplating the ride `across the top’ and
down the east coast.
All proceeds go to Albany Community Foundation, Julie prefers
not to handle money, so donations are welcome at a link from
her website; http://www.thesilenttour.com/
Riding around Australia on a 75 year old rigid `hardtail’ frame,
with two little springs under the seat and the modern addition
of an Airhawk cushion.
Yep, that sounds like a hard way to do it.
Gary Warner #65262

IT is with great pleasure that we welcome the return to
Riding On of Peter ‘The Bear’ Thoeming, Editor Emeritus
of Australian MOTORCYCLIST Magazine and Ulysses Club
Member #675.

`Bear’ has been a member since he helped launch the
Ulysses Club, and is responsible for our famous `Old Man’ –
sketched on a napkin.
He has been elsewhere, the weather is always fine there.
Now he’s back, and wants to tell us all about his little mate.

BIG BEAR, Small Bear
If you look carefully at the next Ulysses Club function you
attend, you may just see a small, blue/grey koala hanging
around the drinks. He will probably be wearing his leather
jacket, custom-made for him in Bali and covered in badges
from all over the world. On his back he has the Old Man
patch, and he wears it proudly.
I know that koalas aren’t bears, but despite that, this little
bloke is Mini Me Bear.

He is a stand-in who has been travelling the world and
attending Ulysses Club functions for several decades, in my
place. He was created when I realised that I simply couldn’t
attend all the functions to which I was invited. In order to
not offend people whom I had to knock back, I headed
down to Target and bought the closest thing I could find
to a miniature bear. I then sewed the Old Man patch to his
back and dispatched him to his first assignment.
I’ve long forgotten what it was, but it proved to be the
beginning of a rather amazing career for the little bloke. He
usually carries a diary, kept for him by his host, and some
of the entries are gems in their own right. I’ll write some
more about him and quote a few, one day.
Mini Me has been to more GPs than I can count, including
Turkey; he has visited Antarctica, attended the Bikers
Against Child Abuse AGM in Las Vegas, and worked as a
corner marshal at the TT on the Isle of Man. He has the
fluoro jacket to prove it. If he had a passport it would be
bulging with stamps from countries as remote as Mongolia
and Lesotho. He’s been to every Ulysses AGM since his
‘birth’ and rounded Australia so often that he has (usually
female) friends in every remote service station and
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roadhouse. He’s done sterling work as my stand-in.
Unfortunately he has also picked up at least one of my
habits. He’s a huge fan of a good shiraz, and is often
photographed with a bottle, a glass or both. At times,
usually after shiraz binges, he has been found in bed with
a variety of friends, as well; stuffed animals who were
more stuffed when he left than they’d been when he
arrived. No, forget that…
For a while there he was the unwitting victim of some
dastardly photoshopping; one day I’ll put some of the
results in a story in Australian MOTORCYCLIST Magazine.

ausmotorcyclist.com.au). He comes home every now and
then and I take his badges off and store them. Pretty
soon I’ll make up a little ‘honour board’ so he can display
them all, at major club functions.
The little bloke has given and taken an enormous amount
of affection over the years, and with a bit of luck he has
many years yet to go. I hope he survives me.
Peter
`The Bear’ Thoeming #675

So, when you see him – and I suspect that see him
you will, he gets around quite a bit - give him a pat on
the head, buy him a drink and maybe add to his badge
collection. He likes to have his photo taken, and
the result sent to his dad (thebear@

Mini Me Bear’s dream come true – riding a classic race bike!

Mini Me Bear
and his mate
Red Dog shar
e a cooling al
e.

0 0 2 2 + years

formerly Ferris Wheels Safaris

days: Maharaja’s forts & palaces,
Royal Rajasthan 19Thar
Desert, Jodhpur, Taj Mahal

Life is a DARING ADVENTURE or nothing at all !
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New pricing and options including bike supplied by
us or BYO bike. You can also choose to donate the
bike we supply or keep it!

2017
Desert?

Snow?

Rainforest?

A truly unique fundraising adventure that will have you
recounting stories to your friends. Ride 3500+km, on an
unmodified Honda CT110 across Australia.
A serious adventure. Not a race, nor a tour, it is a challenge and a
whole lot of fun!
Incl bike, accomm, meals, mechanics, spares, support
truck and vehicles.
www.postiebikechallenge.org

Ph. 0411 090 891
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MELBOURNE ODYSSEY
13-15 OCTOBER 2017
Put it in your diary!
Melbourne Branch is getting in early, telling us that
its 19th annual Odyssey will be held at Nagambie
Lakes Leisure Park, beautifully located between the
Goulburn River and Lake Nagambie.
Nearby attractions include a variety of wineries,
museums and merchants, plus a good variety of roads
for weekend rides (the important bit).
Accommodation includes a variety of cabins which
sleep from two to eight people, a 12-person
bunkhouse with two rooms of six bunks each, plus
powered large campsites on which several tents could
be set up to enhance camaraderie.
Registration fee of $55 per person includes a badge
(for the first 50 registrations) and Saturday night
dinner with live entertainment at the on-site function
centre.
There will also be a casual BYO BBQ on the Friday
night and an organised ride on the Saturday starting
at 10am. Please have your tanks full!
Registration forms and details are available at www.
ulyssesmelb.com
Please use “Contact Us” link to “Website Editor – John
Cook” on the website to let us know of your intention
to attend, or contact John Cook (03) 9728 5769 or
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0419 599 530 or via kriscook@bigpond.net.au for any
further information.
Cheques payable to “Ulysses Club Inc. Melbourne
Branch” should be sent to Ulysses Club c/o S Clarke,
PO Box 3014 Rowville Vic 3178.
Direct deposit (preferred) for registration:
Westpac BSB 033 371 Account 231845 with reference
Odyssey (& your name)
Account name: “Ulysses Club Inc. Melbourne Branch”.
To book accommodation, please contact the
Nagambie Lakes Leisure Park direct and mention your
Ulysses connection when booking.
Nagambie Lakes Leisure Park
69 Loddings Lane, Nagambie, 3608 or PO Box 90,
Nagambie Vic 3608
Tel: (03) 5794 2373 / 1800 155 919 during office
hours.
Email: info@nagambielakespark.com.au
Web: www.nagambielakespark.com.au

27th SYDNEY BRANCH
2017 ODYSSEY
WEST WYALONG
FRIDAY 13TH TO SUNDAY 15TH OCTOBER
REGISTRATION FORM
Surname

First Name

Ulysses No.

Package 1

Package 2

$ 85 ea

$50

Optional - ADD Bus trip and goldmine tour (incl lunch) –

COST is $25 per person – Total
PLEASE INDICATE YOUR BRANCH:
TOTAL
PACKAGE 1 INCLUDES Friday evening BBQ, Saturday morning
breakfast and Saturday evening formal dinner.
PACKAGE 2 INCLUDES Saturday evening formal dinner only.
Note: Both packages include 27th October Odyssey badge
I WILL BE STAYING AT: (Please tick or circle selection)
CLUB INN MOTEL (02) 6972 2000		
OTHER…………………………………………………….
COLONIAL MOTOR INN (02) 6972 2611			
		
ACE CARAVAN PARK
(02) 6972 3061
NOTE: Bus Pick-up will only be from the above 3
premises			
Name:………………………………………………………………………………
…...
Stre
et:…………………………………………………………………………………...
Town/City:………………………………………
Postcode:……………………………
Phone: (Home)………………………………
(Mobile)……………..……………Email………………………………….
Vegetarian or Special Meal requirements: ……………………………
……………………………………………………..

$

TOTAL $

Ulysses Club Sydney Branch
Bank: CBA
Branch: Rozelle
BSB: 062 243
A/C No: 0090 3764
MAKE SURE THAT YOU ADD YOUR SURNAME AND/ OR
BADGE NUMBER IN THE DIRECT DEPOSIT REFERENCE
DETAILS AND THEN EITHER HAND YOUR REGISTRATION
FORM TO THE TREASURER AT OUR NEXT BRANCH MEETING
OR ALTERNATIVELY FORWARD IT TO THE FOLLOWING
ADDRESS:
And mail to:
The Treasurer Ulysses Sydney
128 Correys Ave
CONCORD NSW 2137
Alternatively, please email registration forms to:
robbiejd5@hotmail.com
For further information, contact John Robertson 0411
141 039 jwilliamrobertson@bigpond.com
OR David Williams 0409 743 058 davidkwilliams777@
gmail.com
NOTE: FULL INFORMATION ABOUT REGISTRATIONS,
ACTIVITIES, TOURS, MEALS, PICK-UPS ETC WILL BE
EMAILED TO YOU AFTER REGISTRATION

PLEASE TRANSFER YOUR REGISTRATION FEES TO THE
FOLLOWING ACCOUNT::
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Growing Sponsor
Partnerships.

DRIVEAWAY
HOLIDAYS

YOUR Club has been very fortunate in gaining or renewing a
number of important sponsor partners. These include Suzuki
Australia, Maurice Blackburn Lawyers, Autosol and DriveAway
Holidays.

In late 2016, an
opportunity arose to
meet with Nathan Baber,
national sales manager of
DriveAway Holidays. The
initial meeting) was enough to convince us that a basis for
a direct “member benefit” arrangement could be pursued.
DriveAway Holidays is a “broker” of rental cars, motorhomes
and motorcycles, offering the best available price for these
services, with a special discount for Ulysses Club members.

SUZUKI AUSTRALIA

Our agreement with DriveAway Holidays provides a booking
portal from our Ulysses website or a booking phone 1300
number, both of which are easy to use. I recently needed
a rental car in Tasmania, and after my wife had sought a
number of quotes from various providers, I called DriveAway
Holidays and immediately received a significantly better
deal…….. just by saying that I was a Ulysses Club member.
It’s that easy.

These initial discussions quickly developed into a broader
involvement by Suzuki, who will also play a key role in
assisting our Club with MAOTY awards.

Members benefit directly from DriveAway Holidays by
immediately attracting a 5% discount. Additionally the club
benefits from a further 3% override commission being paid
monthly to the Ulysses National
account.

When we approached Suzuki Australia last year, there was
a keen level of interest. And specifically their interest lay in
supporting our respected Ulysses Club Arthritis Research Fund
(UCARF). Suzuki were particularly impressed that ALL UCARF
funds get invested in actual research.

For our next biennial UCARF national raffle, Suzuki will fully
sponsor First Prize* – either a road or off-road bike of the
winners choosing.
Clearly the benefits of this significant sponsorship from Suzuki
Australia include the fact that UCARF funds will no longer be
used to purchase the actual winner’s prize. This translates to
more funds being available for research. Thank you to the
management and staff at Suzuki Australia. We trust this will
prove to be a mutually rewarding and long term relationship.

AUTOSOL

Paul Hookham of Autosol first
became involved with Ulysses Club
as a Trader at our 2016 Launceston
AGM Event. Before the end of
that week, Paul had approached
us seeking a role as a sponsor
partner. The process of arriving
at a suitable arrangement took
some time, but the end result is that Autosol is now an official
sponsor – partner with our Club. The agreement includes
promotion of all Autosol related products via advertising
in print and digital, participation in Club related rallies and
expos including of course, the AGM Event and Moto EXPO.
Our arrangement with Autosol also includes a provision for
amendment to possibly include on-line orders and sales for
members. This option is currently being explored. Such online orders would be fulfilled at discounted prices for Ulysses
Club members.
It is anticipated that future editions of Riding On will include
Autosol product reviews via our products “Road Test”
segment. Autosol thoroughly deserves its reputation for
quality products providing quality results.
Autosol have made it very clear that their involvement
with the Ulysses Club will be long term. We welcome Paul
Hookham’s Autosol as a valued sponsor of Ulysses Club.
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DriveAway Holidays is a “nobrainer” for the best possible
rental arrangements right around
Australia and overseas.

MAURICE BLACKBURN Lawyers
Maurice Blackburn Lawyers have been associated with the
Ulysses Club for some time as presenters and speakers at the
AGM Event road safety forums, as semi-regular advertisers
and also as a trader-exhibitor at the AGM.
In 2016 Maurice Blackburn were approached to assist us with
the provision of Tote Bags for the Launceston AGM Event.
From that initial experience, it became apparent that Maurice
Blackburn and Ulysses could gain mutual benefit from a
more comprehensive arrangement, incorporating all current
activities in one sponsor-partner agreement.
Successful negotiations have resulted in not only a better
arrangement for Maurice Blackburn, but a 25% increase in
material benefit to the Club. Maurice Blackburn will now be
entitled to advertise with us, in print and on-line as “preferred
supplier of legal services to Ulyssians”.
Maurice Blackburn staff will continue to be available as
speakers / presenters at our AGM Road Safety Forum and
other larger rallies around the country if requested, and will
be frequent exhibitors at AGMs and rallies. The emergence
of state or region based President and Secretary meetings
provides additional ideal forums for the Maurice Blackburn
expertise to be used.
As experts in accident-related injury compensation, Maurice
Blackburn proudly promote their motto of “we fight for fair”.
Something that any member in need can benefit from.
Peter Baulch #27672
Sponsorship Coordinator 2016-2017

From le
ft
Baulch, Des and Roby
n Fergu
Savaug
s
n Pratt
and Alla on, Peter
n Pratt.

Aussies on the loose at
Ulysses New Zealand AGM

F

ive Australian Ulyssians – Allan Pratt #9186, Savaugn
Pratt #20508, Des Fergusson #48614, Robyn Fergusson
#57207 and Peter Baulch #27672 – recently visited
New Zealand to take in some touring, sight-seeing and,
of course, the NZ Ulysses Club AGM Rally, hosted by the
Wairapara Branch at Masterton in the North island.
Allan, Savaugn, Des and Robyn flew into Auckland and toured
the north island prior to arriving in Masterton for the NZ AGM.
Some highlights of their travels include………….
Now this ramble has in no way detailed all the great places
we visited or correctly pronounced or even named, all the
marvellous towns and cities we saw. I apologise to all New
Zealanders for this and can only encourage other Aussies, to
visit New Zealand, you will not regret the experience.
Day 1: Sun is shining and we have travelled 280ks from
Auckland - Maratai, Cleveland, KawaKawa Bay, Orere Point,
Thames – couldn’t get to Coromandel, the road is blocked
because of damage from cyclone Debbie so went another road
to Whitianga, a beautiful little beachside town on the east
coast. We are really enjoying looking at the sites from Des and
Robyn's younger days, having them as personal tour guides is
making this “off the beaten track” trip extremely enjoyable.
Day 2: Another beautiful day in paradise, New Zealand is so
much like Tasmania! Today we travelled slightly inland - Tairua,
Whangamata, Waihi, Wakino Gorge, Matamata (Hobbiton),
before heading back out to the east coast, more lovely
beaches, very high mountains and with Des driving, lots of
fast, tight corners! Both Allan and Des are wishing they had
the bikes here as the roads are just built for motorbike riding!
Everywhere so far I have seen enormous hedges that surround
all the paddocks; these are cut back and are really dense! We
appreciated a guided bus tour of Hobbiton. What a whimsical
place! This tour is well worth the money and you get to learn
inside stories of how the movie set for "The Hobbit" was
made. We are currently in Tauranga and the stars are out.
Day 3: We are at the Chateau Tongariro in the National Park,
at the base of Mt Ruapehu. Fantastic day touring the country.
Tauranga, Whakatane to Whakapapa, again the weather is
stunning. The boys both wishing they were on the bikes! Left
Tauranga this morning and travelled to Whakatane where Ron
Power grew up, then inland to skirt Rotorua at the Northern
end, then round Lake Taupo to end up here for the night. The
mountain ranges are awesome and the continual green of the

rolling hills is wonderful to see. We went to the holiday home
that Des and Rob used to own on the edge of Lake Taupo.
What a lovely lot of memories they have from here. Tonight's
accommodation is very slick - what I am used to of course!
1929 built French chateau. Mt Ruapehu behind us has snow
on its cap. What I have also enjoyed seeing is the volcano
Mt Tongariro with the steam coming from the vents – quite
impressive and a little scary!
Day 4: We left the chateau this morning heading to the chair
lifts at Mt Ruapehu, sun shining, got there and had to wait
for the chairlifts to open – unfortunately, the fog rolled in and
the lifts were closed for the day! We did have fantastic views
of Mt Tongariro, a volcano that last erupted in 2012! Went via
Ohakune to Waiouru to the War museum where Al and Des
enjoyed the tour. There are motorbikes everywhere on the
road today and the boys are still cursing riders cause they
could have been riding too! In overcast drizzly weather we
drove up the desert road to Taupo – a moonscape at times
and quite fascinating. There are forests of Pine trees, the
occasional forest of gum and then massive areas where they
had felled the trees and then planted new ones. No photo
to prove it but....I walked across a swing bridge over the
Tongariro River. For me this is a milestone, as I am terrified of
heights. Mind you, Allan's hand is scarred for life!! Absolutely
beautiful river and here the water was crystal clear. Saw lots of
trout fisherman deep in the water. I even stood at the edge of
the lookout and took photos of the Waikato River, Huka Falls.
The amount of water going over here is incredible! Taupo is a
lovely city, very pretty sitting on the edge of the lake.
Day 5: Left Taupo this morning in slight drizzle, travelled
through Taradale to Napier. The day fined up to just cloudy
til about 4 and has rained properly since. No problem, after a
great trip over to Napier and with the usual wonderful scenery
and tour guide information from Des and Robyn, we arrived
at our B & B. The B & B is owned by Des’s cousin John and
his wife Margy. John then took us on a guided tour of Napier
(He is a tour guide), where he concentrated on the fantastic
Art Deco side of the city. We ended the day having tea at the
Mission winery - very swish! Another lovely day. We expect
wind and rain from cyclone Cook in the next couple of days.
The boys are now happy we are in the car!
Day 6: Today we experienced a day of wet weather, nothing
too heavy, but it left all the mountains wearing their blankets!
We left Napier after a lovely night and travelled across a
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mountain range that the locals call the Gentle Annie - took
us over 2 hrs to do 139 k's. Soooooo many corners, my ears
have popped a million times this trip! Fantastic scenery, the
mountain ranges here rival Tasmania. Arrived in Taihape to
see areas that Des and Robyn spent a lot of their growing
years in, we looked at schools, where houses used to be and
workplaces. Very interesting! Leaving there, we did the usual
Ulysses thing of the compulsory uturn after trying shortcuts
that went nowhere. Problem for me was that the shortcuts
involved gravel road, massive unbelievable cliffs on one side
and gorges on the other! We arrived in Feilding to spend the
night with Robyn’s brother Ross and his wife Glenny before a
quick trip into Masterton tomorrow to begin enjoying the NZ
Rally. So far, except for the rain, no sign of the new cyclone!
Fingers crossed tomorrow will be the same. We are so lucky,
we are getting to experience NZ from a local’s point of view
and enjoy the hospitality of locals.
Day 7: Once again we woke to blue skies and lovely sunshine.
We travelled from Feilding to Masterton through the majestic
Manawatu Gorge to be here in time for Allan to attend the
9am National Committee meeting and in the afternoon the
Branch coordinators meeting. The river in the gorge is very full
and very dirty, with lots of logs and debris floating down from
the flooded areas. Here we enjoyed meeting and spending
time with Robyn’s brother Warren. Lovely day, have met some
delightful people and at the Meet and Greet this evening
enjoyed a contest of riding the motorized dunny. I let the
team down because I could not stop laughing. So much fun!
Unfortunately one of the guys from Dunedin and another from
a different branch went down – both tearing a calf muscle!
Ouch! The games continued.
Day 8: The sun is shining. We attended the NZ AGM Rally
and it was interesting to learn that the issues our Ulysses
club faces are exactly the same in NZ, diminishing numbers,
retention of members and financial concerns all the same!
We thoroughly enjoyed the conversations and the discussions
– they have some solutions that might work here! We spent
the afternoon exploring the countryside down to Lake Ferry,
this is the lowest point of the North Island. Amazing how the
water rushing from the lake into the sea is so discoloured
by the flood waters. The whole area is a pebble beach and
the early settlers used to dig a trench - by hand, to let the
flooded lake water out to sea. Remarkable site, with lots of
people driving all over this gravel headland in quad bikes,
fishing and enjoying their day! Back to the event site for the
evening entertainment and an excellent time was had by all.
There were gnomes everywhere! They even had an Aussie
gnome for us! Great night! Everyone was very friendly and
welcoming.
Day 9: Got up on Sunday morning to find the Taupo mob had
set up one of their mates who had gone to the breakfast!
Ulysses members being kids again! Enjoyed a great drive back
to Feilding, sun was shining, saw some more deer - this time
in a park, unbelievable countryside, always oohing and aahing
at the size and variety of the mountains and the green of the
grass. A lot of mountain slips and road wash aways on this
road.
Day 10: Back to Hamilton for the night today. We travelled via
Whanganui and noticed that Mt Raupehu now had snow on
it, so we went back to the chateau for a closer look, what a
difference a week makes. Travelled up the beautiful Perongia
range to Hamilton – the scenery in this place is amazing. We
joined the Waikato branch at Jim and Heather’s place for a
BBQ tea, lovely people. NZ is a truly striking country. We have
really enjoyed this holiday! Many many thanks to Des and
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Robyn Fergusson who have made the trip so special.
Meanwhile on the South Island……..
Peter Baulch flew into Christchurch, picked up his hired
BMW R1200RT from Te Waipounamu Motorcycle Tours, and
travelled south to Queenstown to visit daughter, son-inlaw and granddaughter. He then linked up with a group of
Ulyssians from the Otago branch in Dunedin (bottom of South
Island). The Otago group were led by Mike Wyatt (Branch
Coordinator-President) who had arranged to include Peter
in all their travels, accommodation, ferry bookings, etc. He
became an adopted member of the Otago branch in every
sense of the word, including leading the ride on day 3 through
and over the Southern Alps, Lewis Pass, etc…. all in pouring
rain…!!!
This group were serious fun, with every single member on a
mission of frivolity throughout every single day. Motorcycle
riding in NZ is simply fantastic, with very good roads and
sealed shoulders. The trip north from Dunedin took in
Geraldine, then staying overnight in Rangiora before heading
north-west over the Southern Alps, staying over in Blenheim.
Eventually arriving in Picton for the 3-1/2 hour Ferry trip to
Wellington in the north island, the group then headed further
north-west to Palmerston North for an overnight stop. Next
day was a leisurely ride into Masterton to prepare for their
AGM Event and Social Dinner evenings.
The business sessions (Branch Coordinators Meeting &
AGM) were very interesting and informative. Ulysses in NZ
is experiencing some of the same issues we are, with similar
challenges. Actions, initiatives and plans to address the
future were
well received
with delegates
strongly
supporting
their National
Committee.
Their AGM Social
functions were
an absolute
“hoot” with
the overriding
theme being
around Gnomes.
Each branch
attended dressed
as a group of
uniform Gnomes,
with various prizes for best
whatever….. The Dunny Racing was an extravaganza to equal
Ben Hur!
Next years (2018) NZ AGM is to be hosted by the Otago
Branch in Dunedin, so they chose to combine their Gnome
theme with a promotion for their 2018 AGM .
So, after all the fun and some business, it was time for the
return journey, all done in good riding conditions. Eventually
all the “yellow-eyed” penguins arrived safely back home after
1880 kms of very enjoyable riding, on good roads and in great
company.
Looking forward to visiting again, maybe at next year’s AGM !
Report written by Savaugn Pratt #20508 and Peter
Baulch #27672

Taking it all with a trailer
So... you have decided to take your partner camping
on the bike.
The packing begins:
Hairdryer ... hair Product ... brush, ( and that’s just your
gear!), super inflatable queen mattress (that you saw on TV
at 2.30am with its own Inflator / Deflator pump, set of steak
knives... and it must be strong because they rode an ATV
over it!), tent, sleeping bags, cooker, utensils, tools, water,
tarp... etc... etc... etc.

Some Golden Rules
•

Never, ever forget that you are towing
a trailer

•

Always, Always leave maximum
stopping clearance allowing for road
conditions

•

Check that you have distributed the
load correctly

•

Check that all equipment is tied down /
shut / secured

Benefits

•

Check all lights are working correctly

Using a trailer means you can carry with you more of the
things that make touring on a bike a lot more comfortable,
enjoyable and secure. Lockable lids mean you can leave your
rig to go sightseeing or shopping with the thought that your
gear is reasonably safe. Racks atop the lid afford you extra
tie-down space (but without the security) and esky options
fitted to the drawbar can afford you the cold refreshments and
food that keeps a while. Some riders opt for solar panels and
batteries... others choose full blown camper trailers.

•

Never, ever forget that you are towing
a trailer (See Rule No. 1)

Let’s face it, to be a little comfortable camping or touring with
two people, you need some cargo room.
Perhaps a motorcycle trailer is the answer?

Downside
You don’t have to be a “Rocket Scientist” to realise that
towing a trailer is going to put extra loading on various parts
of the motorcycle. Aerodynamic resistance increases drag
and rolling resistance. Uphill,
gravity takes effect and
increases the overall weight
of the “combined mass”. All
of this has a wearing effect on
clutch, chain, sprockets and, of
course, tyres and bearings to a
lesser extent.

Dynamics – What is happening as you are riding
along?
Starting Off:
Not difficult... just a few more revs and perhaps fine tuning
your clutch control. Always be mindful that you are embarking
with extra length and extra load. Allow for slower take-offs
when calculating clearances for merging into traffic.

More importantly, having
100kg to 400kg of rolling mass
pivoting off your rear end
from a single point is going
to change the way your bike
handles. It is important to
understand how the dynamics
are altered so that every time
you head out on your travels,
the trip will be enjoyable and
uneventful.
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On the level in motion:
At steady pace, on a reasonably level road, the bike should
be in equilibrium. Assuming correct loading and a trailer that
is built true, there should be nothing of great concern. If you
have followed the Golden Rules, rolling along the highway
should be a breeze and very enjoyable.
Towing uphill and negotiating bends:
Downshift a cog or two as necessary to assist the driveline,
and ensure tractability and economy. Entering a bend uphill,
gravity comes into effect. The trailer begins to act as a
resistance to travelling uphill (similar to the effect of a small
drag chute). The rear wheel is being pulled to the inside
of the curve of the road from its pivot point at the tow ball,
theoretically assisting the rear wheel of the bike to maintain
its line around the curve and not slide outward causing loss of
control. This can be very beneficial to the bike’s handling (on a
smooth road).
Towing downhill and negotiating bends:
Now the road begins to decline and the mass (weight) of
the trailer begins to increase under the rules of gravity once
again. Being mindful that, with most rigs, only the bike is
actually braking (most trailers are not fitted with brakes),
it is important to remember the golden rules above. The
reason being that your braking distance has now increased,
so keep a larger safety margin ahead. As you enter a bend
downhill, the mass of the trailer now wants to push the rear
bike wheel outward from the centreline of the rig: The harder
the deceleration, the stronger the push. If the road is wet or
you have a loose surface (or the tyre lacks grip), you could
lose traction at the rear end and the bike could slide out of
control. Similarly, if you need to brake suddenly or harder
than anticipated, all of that mass will attempt to continue in
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a straight line while the bike is leaned over at an angle to the
trailer... the result being a jack-knifed rig! Disaster! See the
Golden Rules.
Coming to a stop:
So you are about to park and stop outside a cafe, or a
shopping centre, or a drive through... Stopping with a trailer
is fairly straight-forward but it means you need to allow for
more stopping distance but also the logistics of an extra two
to three metres of length at the back end. Will you fit in? Can
you ride out? A bit of thought beforehand can save a lot of
problems.
Legal Aspects
Always ensure that you are compliant with your State’s
regulatory body. This is very important in terms of safety and
being covered for insurance and CTP claims. For example,
there are rules for having manufacturers’ compliance plates
fitted to tow bars and rules for safety chains as well as
numberplates.
This article is by no means complete. There are many other
factors to consider: Choice of manufacturers, overtaking,
aerodynamics, spare tyres and pressures and suspension for
example, and much more. Further research is recommended
to get the most out of your trailer
Happy Travels!
David Abela #37740
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Fluid repairs in 1959
I listened again.
It couldn’t be a big end. Surely not. Then, what else could it
be? A collapsed top end bush? A crook piston or bent valve?
Main bearing problems? Whatever the cause, it sounded
expensive, especially for a 19 year old apprentice living on
a shoe string budget. A cold shiver ran up my spine, the
prospect of having to cadge a lift with someone for my daily
28 mile round trip work commute to Devonport and back to
Sassafras became a possibility.
Or, as a last resort, perhaps I would have to plead with my
sister to borrow her precious 1949 model 8 hp Ford Anglia.
This four cylinder high powered (!) side valve machine could
reach 52 mph going flat knacker down Oppenhiems hill.
Testosterone filled teenagers tend to try that kind of thing
when they think no one is watching!
My 1950 R51/3 500cc flat twin BMW was a very quiet bike
mechanically, especially in comparison with the old British
machines I had owned. A ticking sound which had started a
couple of weeks earlier had now developed into a clunking
noise. A thousand curses!
The only suitable place to dismantle the engine at my parents’
place was a shed with a dirt floor. As the clatter appeared to
emanate from the left cylinder, removal of that pot would,
hopefully, reveal the real problem.
Upon dismantling the barrel and piston I sought advice from
one of my older brothers as everything appeared to be OK to
me but he knew more about bikes than I and was also the
previous owner. He reckoned the big end, top end and piston
seemed to be fine.
At a loss to locate the mechanical culprit he suggested I
thoroughly inspect and scrutinise all the components ……with
an intense scrute (!) …… and carefully re-assemble the engine
whilst taking meticulous care in doing same!
That evening the local bush telegraph had blown in a
motorcycling mate, with a bottle of Penfolds Club Port tucked
under his arm. A true friend, he had come to help.
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After some early hesitation and a nip or two of the port, the
engine was assembled with profound ease. Sort of. Yes, well,
I must admit the newly oiled piston was dropped onto the
dirt floor as it was about to be offered into the barrel. After
another nip of the port we decided a bit of dust would do no
harm to the piston rings. Might even help bed them in. Great
idea. That revelation called for another nip, or was it several.
After we had sung the second verse of the Ballad of Eskimo
Nell with great gusto, my mate using the push rods as
conductor’s batons, then to be sociable, taken another wee
nip or three of the Penfolds, my oldest brother joined us.
He had come to see if we needed a referee for the fight! It’s
a shame that some people simply have no appreciation for
music.
As he was familiar with the BMW he (wisely) decided to
complete assembling the engine on my behalf.
I remember little of the remainder of that evening or the fate
of the bottle of port. The next morning my brother berated
me for my behaviour, adding that it was fortunate our parents
were away for the weekend.
He started the Beemer first kick. It ran as sweetly as a sewing
machine and there was no knocking noise! Bro’ told me one
of the tappet lock nuts was loose, resulting in a huge tappet
clearance. Problem solved!
Then I remembered, the tappet clearances were to have been
checked by yours truly a couple of weeks before. D’oh.
Considering this story includes booze and bikes, I guess there
must be some kind of moral reasoning to the episode:
If you take a nip or two of port when working on your bike
then you are a bloody idiot!
Don’t use tumbler glasses, they are too small. Beer glasses are
much more preferable!
Peter Newman #18674
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UCARF NEWS

Wellington’s
trio of fund
raising
achievers

O

n Saturday 22nd April I had the pleasure of riding to
the beautiful Blue Mountains village of Mount Wilson
accompanied by friend and fellow Ulyssean Ian
Depass. Mount Wilson is approximately 100 kilometres
from Sydney and is nestled within the Blue Mountains
national park which is a world heritage area. Mount Wilson is just
over 1,000 metres above sea level and has a small population
of 218 people. The 5 kilometre long mountain ridge is partly
developed residential with many elaborate gardens that attract
many tourists from far and wide. The locals have managed to
resist the tidal wave of development spreading west of Sydney
and heading towards the mountains. A ride through the area
takes you along a narrow winding road that encompasses some
beautiful rain forest canopy.
The destination was pre-arranged to meet up with fellow Ulysses
Club members John Jannis, Peter Ogden and Phil Melhuish who
hail from the central N.S.W. town of Wellington.
Wellington is approximately 50 kilometres from Dubbo which is
the central location of the local Ulysses Club Branch Dubbo and
Western Plains.
Refreshments were sought after the 250 kilometre ride which
takes about 3 hours. Choice is very limited in Mount Wilson so
we converged on the local bushfire brigade Saturday morning
sausage sizzle which unfortunately did not include any coffee.
Following the consumption the guys presented a big fat
$5,000.00 cheque for UCARF.
Being Immensely impressed with the donation and being
much aware of the trio’s history of hard work and generosity
I suggested it was time to summarise and recognise the
achievements. The following information on their activities has
been provided by Peter Ogden in conjunction with Phil Melhuish
and John Jannis.
Every Thursday night for the last 5 years some Wellington based
members of the Dubbo and Western Plains Ulysses Club branch
have conducted raffles at the local Lion of Waterloo Tavern (circa
1842). These raffles along with the Two Wheels to Wellington
event have generated over $30,000.00 to date. The generosity
of the management, staff and patrons of
The Lion of Waterloo has been outstanding.
Out of historic interest and diverting for a little, the Lion of
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Waterloo is the oldest hotel west of the Blue Mountains that is
still standing. Cobb and Co coaches would regularly stop here to
change horses and refresh passengers before continuing their
journey.
UCARF has received the lions share (pun intended) of the
donations so far with in excess of $18,000.00. Other charities
to benefit include – The Prostate Unit at Orange Base Hospital,
Parkinsons NSW, Black Dog Ride, the local Men’s shed, Autism,
Muscular Dystrophy,
Multiple Sclerosis and Care Flight.
The annual Two Wheels to Wellington event will be held this
year on the last weekend in October. As the UCARF Coordinator
I have attended the event three times and enjoyed the
opportunity to participate immensely.
More details will be available on a flyer in the spring (September)
issue of Riding On.
The guys would like to invite any Ulysses members, their family
or friends that are passing through the Wellington district to join
them on any Thursday evening from 6.00 p.m. for good pub
grub, drinks and some good fun company.
Kim Kennerson
UCARF Coordinator
#6929 LM # 14

Sizzling at Lower Murray
Kim Fels, Barry Grace and Terry Wilksch stand ready to
raise funds at a recent Bunnings sausage sizzle. Proceeds of
the event went towards the Lower Murray Branch’s recent
contribution of $1000 for UCARF.

Handy Hints
A SAFE SPOT FOR YOUR SUNNIES
Welcome to a new feature of Riding On, a chance to share good ideas.
If you have an idea that helps make riding a bit safer, a bit easier or even more enjoyable, share it
with everyone in here.
I’ll start it running with an idea that occurred to me after what felt like the umpteenth time I had
dropped and broken a pair of sunglasses.
It usually happened while I was putting on my gloves and helmet, with seemingly no safe place for
my sunnies while I did so.
Most bikes have a pillion strap on the seat, it is a simple matter to slip one arm of your sunglasses or
spectacles under the strap until you’re ready to use them.
I thought it made sense to share the idea, if it saves one pair of expensive glasses, it is worth it.
Got an idea to share? Let me know via ridingon@ulysses.org.au
Gary Warner #65262
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PRODUCT REVIEW

At the old
measure of 6
foot two, I found
it much more
comfortable,
with room at the
sides to spare.

KALAHARI CAMP CHAIR
CAST your mind back, dear reader, to
Riding On #129, our 2015 Summer
edition.
It included a review of a folding chair by my predecessor
(whose identity was never disclosed apart from ED).
At the start he made the joking comment – “Apart from those
BMW riders, who wants to be carrying a bulky camp chair?”
Which qualifies me to do this update, as I am a BMW rider.
To his credit, by the end of that review ED was impressed by
the Bikers Chair, although he reckoned it was a bit tight for
larger occupants.
Its distributor, Rocky Creek Designs, must agree because
there is a larger version called the Kalahari. Just as easy to
set up with the shock-corded aluminium legs, which pop into
place in seconds, and a bit more roomy.
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At the old measure of 6 foot two, I found it much more comfortable, with room at the sides to spare.
Taller than the Bikerz Chair and rated to support 150kgs, the
Kalahari itself weighs in at a very light 1.33kg.
My first try at using it was fine until I tried to stand, a mate
had to help me up as my poor ol’ knees couldn’t cope. However, on my second try I discovered that placing both hands
on the front of the armrests made it easy, without the need
for a strong mate!
Priced at $129.95 plus postage, you can count on the Kalahari chair for some comfort at the end of a long day’s riding.
Oh yeah, and it fits easily into either of my BMW panniers!
Gary Warner - #65262
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ULYSSES CLUB GET UGLY!

RRP:
$79.95

MULTI-FUNCTIONAL GOGGLES

ULTIMATE

SLIM

Female friendly in
size and design and
good for narrow head
SIZING GUIDE

The most popular
as it fits medium
(standard) head size
SIZING GUIDE

GLIDE

CRUIZE

SIZING GUIDE

SIZING GUIDE

The original multifunctional style with wide
nose bridge for closer fit.

2

1

The original multifunctional style with wide
nose bridge for closer fit.

3

FEATURES & BENEFITS
• All 4 models feature the “Five Ticks”
• Extra short detachable arms with
logo confirming they have been
flexible rubber tips designed for helmets
certified to the Australian Standard.
• All models feature detachable foam
This means the product has been
insert (1), removable arms (2) and an
rigorously tested and meets quality
adjustable elastic strap (3)
and safety standards.
• Convert to goggle when replace arms
• Models comply to the Australian Safety
with the strap for open face helmets
Standard AS/NZS 1337.1 and the
• Removable foam gasket to eliminate
Australian Standard for Sunglasses
wind, dust, insects & rocks
and Fashion Spectacles AS/NZS
• Individual components are available for
1067:2003
purchase as spare parts

RX GASKET
• The RX Gasket is sold separately
• The Slim, Ultimate, Glide & Cruize
and is a custom fit to each model.
models can be scripted by adding a
Please ensure the correct RX Gasket is
prescription RX Gasket.
purchased.
• The RX Gasket holds the prescription
• RRP $39.95 which also includes Antilens and sits in-between the Ugly Fish
Fog lens cleaner
lens and the foam insert
• Prescription should be fitted through a
• The advantages of a prescription RX
qualified optometrist. RX gaskets are
Gasket over more traditional direct in
suited to distance only or multifocal
frame prescriptions includes:
scripts.
- The ability to take the prescription RX
Gasket with you to a new set of the
same Ugly Fish glasses.
- The prescription RX Gasket is
protected by the Ugly Fish lens so it is
less likely to become damaged.

PACKAGING

packaged in:
All Ugly Fish glasses are
• Sports zip hard case
ubles as a
• Microfiber Pouch – do
cleaning cloth
• Packaging Box
• Warranty Card

FRAME

RX GASKET

FOAM INSERT

WINTER gear shop

FOR MORE INFORMATION
Call the Administration Office 1300 134 123
or email: administration@ulysses.org.au

BOTTLE HOLDER – BLACK $5.00
with base, removable neck strap, belt loop & velcro
bottle neck seal to keep your bottle secure. Fits
stubbies and most bottles up to approx. 600mls
depending on neck size. 14.5cm high, base diameter
7cm, neck holder opening 3.5cm.

BRACES - REG & LARGE $32.00
Braces, black with Old Man Logo.
Reg 85cm stretch to 143cm, Large
101cm stretch to 173cm. Strap width
3.5cm

HIP FLASK $26.50
Stainless Steel hip flask with laser
etched Old Man Logo

LUGGAGE TAG $2.00
Ulysses Luggage Tag with Old Man
Logo. 105mm x 64mm. A great way to
personalise your luggage

MULTI TOOL (Leatherman Style) $27.00
Ulysses Club Multi Tool with 10
attachments and belt loop.
An essential item for any Handyman or
Lady!

ULYSSES CLUB WATER BOTTLE
STUBBY HOLDER - BLACK OR PINK $7.50
Keep your drinks cold with the Ulysses
Club Stubby Holder.
Displaying the Old Man Logo and Bike
artwork
RRI IDDI INNGG OON
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$9.00
This new 560ml Water Bottle is
great to take on rides. Featuring
taste free stainless steel with
drinking straw. Strong but light.
235mm x 70mm.

STICKER STRIP $3.50
Sticker Reflective. 5 x 35mm round stickers.

bonus gift with purchases over $40
TO ORDER
Use the form on the back of your Riding On mailing sheet or place
your order on the club website at www.ulyssesclub.org

NEW TRAVEL MUG

$9.50
Stainless steel double
walled mug
Capacity 420ml
Size 184x125mm
Ulysses logo laser
engraved
Stainless steel outside
and plastic inside

HI VIS Safety Vest

NEW

CHROME BIKE PLATE COVER $10.00
Suits Bike plates 185mm wide x 125mm
High. Easy to attach, this shiny chrome
coloured plate cover is a must for all proud
Ulysses Club members

Backpack $49.95
Black/Charcoal Back Pack with Old
Man logo
On front. 28 litre capacity
600D polyester with latex rubber
backing
2 separate storage compartments
Padded iPad compartment
Contoured padded mesh back panels.
Quick release side compression
straps, mesh drink bottle pocket and zippered side accessory
pocket. Heavy Duty Zippers, rubber protection feet and mesh
backed padded quick grip handle. Rubber headphone exit port on
front compartment.
Dimensions: 32cm Wide x 44cm Height x 20cm Deep

$26.95
Hi Vis Lime Green safety vest with zipper front.
Old Man Logo printed on back. 100% Polyester
tricot for durability. Complies with Standards AS/
NZS 1906.4.2010 & AS/NZS 4602.1.2011 Day/Night
effective DTM self-fabric binding. Utility pockets
at sides. Available in L, XL, 2LX, 3XL, 4XL, 5XL

LIMITED STOCK
AVAILABLE.
Please call the
Administration
Office to check sizing
availability

Ladies Butterfly T-Shirt $25.00
New Style V-Neck Cotton/Poly T-Shirt in Sky
Blue Marle colour. Featuring the Ulysses
Butterfly design on the front. Sizes 8-22

ULYSSES CLUB NECK TIE
$24.00
A stylish way to represent
your Club with this Black
Satin Tie featuring the Old
Man Logo.

LIMITED STOCK
AVAILABLE.
Please call the
Administration
Office to check sizing
availability

Ladies Butterfly Polo $32.00
New Style Ladies Polo shirt. White with black
trim and Ulysses Butterfly design on top left side.
Sizes 8-24

SOFT SHELL BLACK JACKETS LADIES $95.00
Soft Shell Charcoal Jacket. 100% Bonded Polyester Outer. Knit fabric bonded with micro fleece
lining. Wind flap, chin guard and stand up collar.
Ladies 8-10, 12-14, 16-18, 20-22, 24-26

SOFT SHELL BLACK JACKETS MENS $95.00
Soft Shell Charcoal Jacket. 100% Bonded Polyester Outer. Knit fabric bonded with micro fleece
lining. Wind flap, chin guard and stand up collar.
Mens S, M, L, XL, 2XL, 3XL, 5XL.

See Sizing chart for half chest measurement guide
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GLASSES CASE $5.50
Glasses Case - Black gloss, hard plastic
with Old Man Logo on lid.

TOILETRY BAG - Black $25.50
Ulysses black wet pack toiletry bag. Compact
with lots of compartments and a hook to hang
on the shower door.

NECK WARMER $15.00
Black Polar Fleece with Old Man Logo.

WALLET - Black $8.50
Ulysses black wallet with the Old Man
Logo. Velcro fasteners, lots of card
sections. Stronger stitching and larger
licence holder.

FOR MORE INFORMATION
Call the Administration Office 1300 134 123
or email: administration@ulysses.org.au

UTILITY ROLLS$12.75
Black wet pack
utility roll. Suitable for
travel toiletries, small
accessories, sewing
kit or to carry your
smaller bike tools,
bits and pieces.
Easily fits pannier, top
box or tank bag. Four
separate zippered
internal pockets with
one large external
pocket. Unrolled
dimensions: 67cm x
28cm. Rolled dimensions: 18cm x 28cm x
2cm thick (empty).

STICKER 3D - Glow $9.00
Ulysses Club Round 70mm
Iridescent Vinyl Sticker with
domed top. Glows in the Dark!

MOBILE PHONE POUCH
$28.50 Sml $34.00 Lge
Keep your Mobile Phone safe in this handy leather
pouch. Comes in two convenient sizes and secures
onto your Ulysses Club Leather Belt.
Sml 145mm x 70mm Lge 175mm x 90mm
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BIKE BADGE - Brass or Pewter $21.00
3D Brass - Bike Badge Metal.
60mm, Round, Light weight.

3D KEYRING $5.00
Rubber Keyring with Old Man Logo.
65mm.

bonus gift with purchases over $40
TO ORDER
Use the form on the back of your Riding On mailing sheet or place
your order on the club website at www.ulyssesclub.org
COMBO
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PATCH TOURING $6.00
Members travelling overseas will be
recognised as an Australian Ulysses
member when wearing this logo.
10cm X 9.5cm.

BALLOONS $5.00
Mixed Pack of 10 with Black &
white balloons with the Old Man
Logo printed on them. Available
in AIR or HELIUM packs.

SCARF $14.00
Keep warm in winter with a Ulysses
Club Polar Fleece Scarf.

STICKER TOURING $4.00
Touring Logo - Be recognised as an
Australian Ulysses member overseas!
Square sticker
10.5cm x
10.5cm.

CANVAS BAG $27.00
Black Canvas Tote bag. Clip down at
front with velcro & zip pockets, compartments inside and out. Long Strap.
300mm wide x 300mm high.

NEW LOOK BELT BUCKLE
$39.50 Ladies
$42.50 Mens
3D Antique Silver with textured black
background. Small size fits New Ladies
leather belt only. Large size fits Ulysses
Club men’s Leather belt only.

TOURING BADGE $5.50
Members travelling overseas will be
recognised as an Australian Ulysses
member when wearing this logo. 28mm
x 28mm x 3mm thick.

MEN’S BELT- Black & Brown leather
$35.00
Leather Belt with Old Man Logo and
Ulysses printed along belt. Fit’s Men’s
Ulysses Club Buckle
S-34˝ • M-36˝ • L-38˝ • XL-40˝ • 2XL-42˝
3XL-44˝ Avail in Black & Brown.
• 4XL-46˝ • 5XL-48˝ • 6XL-50˝
7XL-52˝ • KING 54˝ Avail in Black only

LADIES LEATHER BELT
$35.00
Black embossed Leather Belt 30mm width.
Fits new Ladies Belt Buckle
Sizes Sm 34” – 3XL 44”
*Buckle sold separately
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LAPEL BADGE - Gold or Silver $5.50
Badge Lapel - Silver for ages 40 - 49
and Gold for age 50+

RIDE ON #1 BADGE $2.00
Stephen Dearnley Memorial Lapel .
All proceeds from sales go to UCARF.

FOLD AWAY LEATHER HAT - BLACK &
BROWN
$56.00
Leather Hat with white Old Man Logo. Fold
it up and carry it in a pannier.
Size S(55cm) – 2XL(63cm)

RIDING ON
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HELMET LINER
Black, Pink, Red $7.90
Light weight washable cotton helmet liner
with Old Man Logo on each ear. One Size

PATCH ROUND - Leather Look Embroidered
Small. 70mm $6.95
Medium. 100mm $10.00

BUCKET HAT $10.00
Black Bucket hat with white piping and Old
Man Logo. Size S (56cm), M(58cm) L(60cm)

FOR MORE INFORMATION
Call the Administration Office 1300 134 123
or email: administration@ulysses.org.au

New Design Fridge Magnet $2.00
70mm x 70mm
White background with Old Man
Logo and National Phone Number

Windscreen Sticker $2.00
Old Man Logo sticker for attaching to
the inside or outside of Windscreen.
Transparent Background 100mm

NECK WRAPS- Black $16.00.
With Old Man Logo
At front. One Size.

bonus gift with purchases over $40
TO ORDER
Use the form on the back of your Riding On mailing sheet or place
your order on the club website at www.ulyssesclub.org

KEYSAFE
CARABINER
$9.50

RIDING SHIRT $24.50
Black high neck long sleeve Unisex
Sizes XS-4XL

Strong, lightweight and highly
functional. Keep your keys safe
with the Ulysses Club Carabiner.
Featuring a double locking system for ease of use.

SLOPPY JOE $38.00
Fleecy lined with small or large Old Man
Logo Sml-5XL

APRON - One Size $24.50
Black & White Striped Apron with pocket, Ulysses Logo & Word “Disgraceful”.

LADIES POLO SHIRT - Black with White Panels
$29.50
Ladies V-Neck Polo Shirt Black With
White Panels Cool Dry Polyester. Sizes
8-26

LADIES POLO SHIRT - Black Pink Piping
$29.50
Ladies V-Neck Polo Shirt Black With
Pink Piping Cool Dry Polyester. Sizes
8 - 22

LADIES MAGENTA COLOUR SLEEVELESS SHIRTS
$32.50
Ladies V Neck sleeveless polo shirt. Magenta
with embroidered Old Man Logo. Sizes 8-20

MENS POLO SHIRT - Black with Ash Panels
$29.50
Mens Black & Ash Polo Shirt Cool Dry
Polyester Pocket On Left Chest. Sizes
S - 4XL.

See Sizing chart for half chest measurement guide
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STICKER REFLECTIVE
Old Man Logo Sticker Round Reflective
Small 70mm $2.00
Large 190mm $12.00
290mm $13.00
390mm $15.00

STICKER - MC AWARE $3.50
Motorcycle Aware Driver.

PLATE FRAME - CHROME LONG $10.00
Number Plate Frame - Chrome Plastic - South Australia- The ‘Grow Old
Disgracefully’ banner is displayed at the
bottom. 220mm wide x 100mm high.
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PATCH ROUND CANVAS - Black $20.00
Back Patch Round. 25cm.

PLATE FRAME ACRYLIC $5.00
Acrylic Plate Cover with clips. (As per
NSW, ACT, SA, QLD, TAS, RTA plate
measurements). Please specify state
size when ordering

FLAGS - Designed for decoration only
Mini aerial flag. 280mm x 215mm
$5.00
Small flag. 720mm x 390mm
$13.00
Large flag.
1800mm x 900mm
$50.00

FOR MORE INFORMATION
Call the Administration Office 1300 134 123
or email: administration@ulysses.org.au

PATCH REFLECTIVE $20.00
Back Patch. Round Reflective. 25cm.

PLATE FRAME BLACK- BOTTOM DISPLAY
$10.00
Number Plate Frame-Plastic/Black.
The ‘Grow Old Disgracefully’ banner is
displayed at the bottom (As per NSW,
ACT, QLD, TAS. RTA plate measurements).
185mm wide x 100mm high (Reg size
as per NSW,ACT,QLD,TAS. RTA plate
measurements). 185mm wide x 100mm
high.

PLATE FRAME TRAILER / CAR $10.00
Number Plate Frame - Car & Car Trailer
- Black Plastic. The ‘Grow Old Disgracefully’ banner is displayed at the
top. 375mm wide x 135mm high.

bonus gift with purchases over $40
TO ORDER
Use the form on the back of your Riding On mailing sheet or place
your order on the club website at www.ulyssesclub.org

SINGLET - Black $20.00
Black cotton with Small Old Man Logo
on left chest. Sizes S - 4XL.

LONG SLEEVE T-SHIRT - Black $22.00
Black LONG Sleeved Tshirt. Small or
Large Logo Size S - 4XL. Black with
white writing on right sleeve.

BEANIE - Black $12.00
Beanie Black Knitted With Ulysses
Logo. One Size.

SOCKS - Black With Red Writing $15.00
Ulysses Black Socks. 80% Wool / 20%
Nylon. Pure Wool Inner Cushion and
Nylon Outer. Aust made/Aust Wool.
Word ‘Ulysses’ In Red.
Regular (6-10) & Large (11-14)

REVERSABLE POLAR FLEECE VEST
$40.50
Black reversable vest with Old Man
Logo on polyester side only. 100%
Polar Fleece inner, Polyester outer.
Sizes Sml – 4XL

CAP - Black with white piping $10.00
Black Cap Heavy Brushed Cotton. One
Size.

SHORT SLEEVE T-SHIRT - Black $19.50
Black SHORT Sleeved Tshirt. Small or
Large Logo
Size S - 4XL.

BANDANA - Black $8.00
Ulysses Club Black Bandana,. Ulysses
Embroidered On Front And Old Man
Logo Embroidered On The Back. 62cm
One size fits most.

LADIES CAP - Black/Pink $10.00
Black Cap with Pink Piping. Ulysses
written in a slant across the front and
“Life Begins at 40” in pink embroidery
on back. One Size.

See Sizing chart for half chest measurement guide
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FOR MORE Ridden
INFORMATION
On
Call the Administration Office 1300 134 123
or email: administration@ulysses.org.au

2016 EVENT COMBO

$10.00
1x Commemorative Patch, Lapel
Badge & Sticker
BADGE COMBO
AGM EVENT LAPEL

$7.50
Collect past Event Badges from Years
03, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16

SIZING CHART BASED ON HALF CHEST MEASUREMENT
LADIES CLOTHING
ITEM

8

10

12

14

16

18

20

22

24

Ladies Butterfly Polo

41

43.5

46

48.5

51

53.5

56

58.5

61

Ladies Butterfly Tee

39

41

43.5

45

47

51.5

54

56

Ladies Black/White Polo

46

47

50

52.5

66

57.5

60

64.5

Ladies Black/Pink Polo

45

47.5

50

52.5

55

57.5

60

64.5

Ladies Magenta Sleeveless Polo

44

46.5

49

51.5

54

57

60

Soft Shell Jacket LADIES

48-50

52-54.5

57-59.5

62-64.5

67-69

66

68.5

Soft Shell Jacket MENS

56

58.5

61

635

66

68.5

69.5

26

74.5

74.5

UNISEX AND MEN’S CLOTHING
ITEM

Sm

M

L

XL

2XL

3XL

4XL

Men’s Polo Black/Ash

53

55.5

58

60.5

63

68

73

Unisex Black Riding Shirt Long Sleeve

53.5

56

58.5

61

63.5

66

68.5

Unisex Black Tee Long & Short Sleeve

53.5

56

58.5

61

63.5

66

68.5

Sloppy Joe

57.5

60

62.5

65

67.5

70

72.5

Reversible Vest

57

59.5

62

64.5

67

69.5

72

Singlet

53.5

56.5

58.5

61

63.5

66

68.5

Soft Shell Jacket MENS

56

58.5

61

635

66

68.5
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5XL

75

74.5

Ridden On
Gideon Schuman
# 6983
12/3/1948 - 4/4/2017
Hills Branch members are
deeply saddened by the
passing of a very much
loved member, Gideon
Schuman. Many of you
will know Gids (as he
was affectionately known) as somewhat eccentric, carefree or even
disorganised. But one thing’s for sure, Gideon was the most adventurous, free spirited person you’ve ever met with an incredible love for
motorbikes and the bush.
His adventurous nature coupled with his exceptional riding skills on
just about anything on 2 or 3 wheels took him to places many of us
can only wish we could go to. During his time he planned and executed hundreds of rides and social events, some to the most unusual
and interesting places one can imagine….including historic locations in
Australia and two trips to East Timor (now Timor Leste).

Les John Rabone #41330
14/12/1951 – 23/12/2016
Les, married to Di and father to Lynn, Nicole and Aaron
joined the Ulysses Club in 2005 and was an active member
of the Westgate Wanderers Branch.
Always looking forward to Branch outings, Les attended
many rides including AGMs in Townsville, Albany, Mildura
and Maryborough. He was also bound for Newcastle but
unfortunately he hit a patch diesel on the Putty Road, and
had to return to Werribee to repair his bike and nurse a
sore ankle.
Les was a meticulous planner of his trips and packed
fastidiously. He always found room for the Branch’s gazebo on his trips to the AGMs. Two of his most important
packed items were his hip flask and a cigar or two.
Les’ bikes included a Kawasaki GTR1000, BMW and Goldwing.
He is remembered as a gentlemen and true friend to all.

Everyone who knew Gids saw him as a creative improviser who built
just about anything…mostly out of fibreglass… but never really finished anything perfectly. And there are many stories of things falling
off Gids’ bikes, trailers and motorhomes as he was famous for never
tying anything down with more than some Velcro, occy strap or a
tech screw. And there was rarely an adventure that Gids organised or
participated in that didn’t involve a fire on one of his vehicles or some
other item. But that was our Gids and we loved him just the same.
Gids loved camping and being in the bush and nature. He would go
to extraordinary lengths to find that out-of-the-way place that took
you away from the city and into relaxed and cosy camp spots, chatting
over a campfire. The bush was indeed his second home. Gids was a
very intelligent person with an incredibly diverse knowledge of world
affairs. He was also a talented musician who played the piano accordion, keyboard and harmonica. Imagine that over a campfire on a
crystal clear night gazing at the stars somewhere in this beautiful land
of ours.
Gids was a kind-hearted, generous and gentle man who gave of
himself to others and cared for everyone’s welfare. He always had
available a smile, a handshake or a hug.. He was strongly connected
with the Hills Branch but also connected with Macarthur, Hawkesbury
and Sydney Branches. Ulysses was, in reality, his real family and at
every chance Gids would take the opportunity to talk to someone
about Ulysses and how social the club is. Indeed, he constantly, even
right up to the end in hospital, demonstrated what it means to be a
true Ulyssian.

Ride on Sir Les.

We will miss him sadly but we’re sure he’s already organising another
adventure now that he has ridden on.

Deborah Boehm #61805
Westgate Wanderers Branch Secretary

Graham Felton # 32345
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Alfred `Alf ’ Roy Bridle #1196
Dearnley Medallist and Life Member
16/6/1937 – 29/1/2017
Glen Abery #64113
3/1/1951 – 17/3/2017
We have lost a lovely lady.
On Friday 17th March, Glen Abery was taken from us after
a short battle with brain tumours.
Glen, along with her husband, partner and soulmate Robin,
were always the first to put up their hands to volunteer
at the Ulysses AGMs. They could always be found in the
camping area after setting up their Taj-Mahal, ‘partying
on’, because in Glen’s words, ‘that was where the true
Ulyssesians hang out’.
Glen was also the main driving force behind the 2019
Ulysses Mornington AGM. This event became her passion
and her enthusiasm was infectious, so in her memory we
need to make sure that this event is a huge success.
Glen could party, but she was still a lady and like all good
people, was taken far too early. I know all the best wishes
and condolences from the Ulysses family go out to Robin
and all the family.
Rest in Peace Glen, till we meet again, we’ll miss you.

Alan Lindley #5309
President, Southern Cross Tourers.
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It is with much sadness that we advise the passing after a
long illness of Alf. Long-time friend of Lionel and Cheryl’s and
Sandi’s partner of 17 years.
Alf Bridle was often called “our No. 1 “ in Western Australia, as
in July 1988 he wrote to NATCOM seeking to form a branch in
WA. He was provided with a list of WA members, wrote to all
of them and suggested they get together once a month for a
social evening. This was the beginning of the Perth Branch of
the Ulysses Club.
From there, branches in WA ballooned to cover most of WA.
Alf also made the suggestion at the first Alice Springs AGM
(1994) for an AGM to be held in WA , so in 1998 the AGM was
held in Bunbury.
Whenever we were out on social rides, members often
gathered around Alf to listen to his stories, of which he had
many and loved to tell. His distinctive “Starship”, aka Honda
Goldwing with sidecar, was always a pleasure to see on the
rides , particularly as he most often preferred to be Tail-end
Charlie. He loved to be involved with charity rides and fly-in
days, where he was in his element taking kids for a ride on the
Starship.
Alf was also one of the initial riders of the Fremantle
Wednesday Plod, where interested members meet for
breakfast and then head off wherever the ride leader of the
day fancies. He continued this until his illness prevented
him participating. The Plod will have a memorial ride
commemorating Alf’s life in June, when he would have
celebrated his 80th birthday.
On a personal note; we had belonged to the Ulysses Club for
several years and attended the odd social meeting (due to
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Lionel working away then, when we attended our first AGM
at Coffs Harbour. Alf and Sandi took us under their wing ,
introduced us to many people and made sure we had a
thoroughly good time . This was when we learnt the true
camaraderie and mateship which is inherent in the Ulysses
Club.
We continued to stay in touch while travelling our different
ways back to Perth, us via the Snowy Mountains and Victoria
and South Australia, and Alf and Sandi through Queensland
and the Northern Territory. As we lived in the same suburb
, we became great friends and spent a lot of time with Alf,
listening to his stories of the early days of Ulysses , the many
AGMs they attended and the friendships they built up over
the years.
He will be sadly missed by all who knew him.
Lionel and Cheryl Camm
#41078 and #41195
Sandi recalls the good times
Alf and I met through our mutual love of aviation. I had
for some years been putting on “fly-Ins” at various airfields
around Perth to help raise money for children who wanted to
be part of the fraternity but might not necessarily be able to
afford it. Alf used to bring the bikes up and we would offer
rides for $2. It was most successful and we’d get in excess of
45 bikes.
My favourite story about Alf was when I realised the effect
he had on people through his sense of humour, kindness and
affection , as he only saw good in people.
We were at an “Over the Hill “ Rally and we were walking
from our camper trailer up to the shed where the fun took
place. Some people were sitting along the side of the
pathway sipping away, as one does, and Alf started up a
conversation. It turned out they were from the UK and were
travelling with a whole group of other Englishmen. Everyone
was joking around and Alf recited his famous “Big Bad
Bulgarian Bastard” ditty. Well, you could hear the laughter
back in Perth. They asked if he would return the following
evening and recite it again as they would like to record it.
We did this and without any exaggeration half the caravan
park was there with cameras, tripods, lights, cables and
equipment to record Alf (several times over) so that they
could take it back home to the UK. I often wonder where
those people are now because, oh, how I’d love a copy of
that performance. Alf of course did it beautifully.
R.I.P. Mate. See ya up there. “ We know ,Alf, `cause we’re
the BridHerrs”!
Sandi Herrling #34976

James Griffin #3859
14/6/1936 –13/02/2017
Kelly, Jim or James Griffin.
Whatever name you knew
him by, there is no denying it,
he was absolutely addicted to
his bike.
Dad was an amazing husband
to our beautiful mother Joy,
and an incredible father to my five brothers and I. But as
much as he loved us, we all knew that his bike was his true
love. Dad was a member of the Coffs Harbour Ulysses club for
42 years. Yes you read correctly… 42 years. He was an active
member until he was almost 81. He had a number of bikes
over the years with the latest being his Honda 900 which he
rode daily, right up until he was 79. He only stopped because
those damn doctors wouldn’t give him his licence back after
recovering from a stroke.
I have so many fond childhood memories of hearing dad talk
excitedly about his next upcoming AGM meeting. He always
came back on a complete high afterwards, but what happened
at an AGM always stayed at an AGM… so what you all get
up to at these gatherings still remains a total mystery to us.
Needless to say it’s clear that you certainly all know how to
have fun!
Those of you like John Sercombe and John Friedrich who had
the pleasure of riding with my dad for decades, know what a
total legend he was. With the biggest heart known to man,
a massive sense of adventure and a cheeky smile that could
light up any room, he is sorely missed. It was a pleasure and
honour to be his family and friends.
On behalf of my family and dad’s mates we’d like to say a
massive thanks to the Coffs Harbour Ulysses club and all the
bikers who helped make dad’s last ride a very special one.
A pack of Coffs Ulysses bikes led dad’s hearse out to the
crematorium with my brother Tom riding dad’s bike and me
on the back. It’s a moment we will never forget. The Coffs
Ulysses club turned a sad moment into a beautiful one, and
made a difficult day so much more bearable.
I’ve spent a big chunk of my life on the back of my dad’s bike,
and from the glimmer of insight I’ve had into your world, I
can see that for those of you who are real Ulysses dudes and
dudettes, biking isn’t a hobby. It’s a way of life. And I love
and respect that about each and every one of you. Ride every
spare second you can, as much as you can. It’s one of life’s
rare gifts and you’re lucky to have found each other.
Next time you ride along the Pacific highway past the Big
banana in Coffs Harbour, look up and know that my Dad, one
of your Ulysses family members, is smiling down on you from
above, wishing you all a happy and safe ride. Because that’s
what you Ulysses folk are: family. Thanks for being Dad’s
family.
Hazelle Klonhammer (daughter)
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KevinStuart  #1342
12/12/1939 – 12/12/2016

(Kevin’s eulogy was meant to appear in our previous
edition. Sincere apologies; Ed)
Kev and I met when we were both working as senior
mechanics for the A.C.T. Parks And Conservation 30 years
ago. We became good mates and soon he introduced me
to Ulysses.
A small group of us used the Giralang Tavern as our
watering hole, so we were called the GT Tourers, we
covered all of the central/eastern states including Tasmania.  
Kev’s `mobility scooter’ was a 750 boxer Beemer.
Due to his premature baldness, his floppy hat and constant
smile were his trademarks wherever he went.
Sadly , the silent killer Asbestosis snuck up rapidly
over recent years and he was rushed into the ICU on
Wednesday, 7th December 2016.
From his bed in the ICU Kevin asked Fay to marry him, so
within a few hours Kevin’s family organised and carried out
a beautiful Commitment Ceremony which was the first such
ceremony conducted in the ICU.
Kevin accepted his fate and was transferred to a private
room where his three children, 11 grandkids, five great
grandkids, friends and riding mates all had time to visit
him and enjoy his jovial wit before his passing in the early
hours of Monday 12th December. His lovely lady Fay was
with him to the end.
At the burial service, the MC asked various family members
to describe him. And I quote:
“ A shocking flirt, A charming charmer, The world’s
greatest gunna, Stubborn in every way, A straight shooter
who always called a spade a bloody shovel, A schemer
who always had a plan and knew someone who had a
friend who could help.”   But in their next breath: “The
most loving man, A gentleman, A man with a big heart
who made you feel like you were everything”.
One grand daughter replied: “When I think of Poppy, I
think of love”
The wonderful staff at Calvary Hospital turned a blind
eye for the duration of his time in hospital, in that we
celebrated his life with a few wee drops of fine Scotch
whisky! A life well loved.
On behalf of Fay and his family
Llew Robb #2042
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Peter Nagiel #8981			
6/6/1948 - 2/3/2017
On Thursday 2nd March, Peter was to be Ride Leader for the
Thursday Mid-Week Riders. On this day he ‘Rode On’, having
been diagnosed with cancer at Christmas.
Peter’s love of motor bikes began when he was a toddler back in
Poland, with his Dad taking him for rides, sitting him on the tank
in front of him. On family days out Peter and his sister were in
the side car, with his Mum as pillion.
Peter’s family immigrated to Australia when he was 11, settling
in Blacktown, NSW. When Peter left high school he found a job
at a local timber mill until he achieved a cadetship with General
Electric, which enabled him to study for an Electrical Engineering Degree at University. Getting from work to evening lectures
required transport, so his first motor bike, a Honda 90 filled the
bill.
As with most Ulyssians, motor bike riding was put on hold with
marriage and when family arrived, but at age 40, Peter heard of
the Ulysses Club. He bought a red Suzuki VX800 and joined the
Sydney Branch as a junior member. This allowed him to indulge
in another passion, travel. There was always a ride somewhere,
for the weekend, an Odyssey or an AGM to travel to.
When Peter retired from the EPA, doing part-time consulting work he made sure Thursdays were Ride Days with the
Mid-Weekers.
In 2001, Peter and Pam set off for an 18 month adventure
around Australia, with the VX800 in the back of their Hi-Ace
van, towing the caravan behind. They weren’t the fastest rig on
the road, but there were lots of adventures to be had and new
friends to be made along the way. When they arrived at a town
they would set up at the caravan park, get out the bike and go
exploring. There were many Ulysses Clubs around Australia that
Pete and Pam had the pleasure of riding with, and lots of friends
were made. AGM’s were always special as it was the perfect
opportunity to catch up with the many Ulysses friends they made
during their trip around Australia.
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One day while in Perth, Pam went shopping and Pete went
wandering. Pete found a bike shop and “there was this great
bike” that he just happened to take for a test ride. Somehow
they came to acquire an FJR 1300. As Pete recounted to Pam,
“It was a really great deal” and it was red. We have all heard
that excuse!
Pete & Pam’s travels had deadlines – the AGM’s, the WA Odyssey in Albany, a Queensland Odyssey at Hervey Bay or a NSW
Odyssey ….somewhere.
When they arrived back in Sydney the Hills Branch was being
formed so Peter and Pam started another Ulysses adventure
with weekend rides, new friends and the wonderful camaraderie of the Hills Branch. Peter also shared his passion for
motorbikes with his son. When Anthony got his L’s Peter took
him for a ride through Galston Gorge. He told him ‘if you can
get though Galston Gorge without putting your feet down, you
will be alright.’
People loved Peter, he was interested in their stories, and
would hop on the bike and ride to anywhere to have a catch
up and coffee with a friend.

pillion certainly got his wish of a faster and more exhilarating
ride back to the Hills, as the look of wide eyed terror attested.
He certainly had a story to tell his friends when he returned to
Poland
Peter’s Remembrance Service was very special. As a tribute,
the Hills Branch and the Mid-Week Thursday Riders combined
to escort Peter to the Chapel behind Peter’s sons. Anthony
rode Peter’s Kawasaki Versys and Jeffrey rode the Goldwing.
There was a tremendous turnout for the service with the
chapel full, many people stood viewing the service from the
outside. Afterwards a wake was held at the Australian Brewery Hotel, where many stories (some tall ones) were told.
Pete was a devoted husband and family man. Always happy
and offering a smile, he was warm, welcoming and friendly to
everyone.
Ride on Pete, you will be greatly missed.
Chris Bell #30807
Hills Branch

As the grandchildren started to arrive, and the children moved
interstate, there were more reasons to travel to visit the family. Sometimes the trips were on the bike and sometimes with
the 4WD and caravan.
Semi-retirement meant more time for Peter and Pam to plan
trips overseas to visit Peter’s cousins in Europe and the USA.
These trips were a combination of family reunions and exploring new places.
Peter, like most riders, had a wish list for his dream bike - a
Honda Goldwing. He got his wish and over the years had 3
Gold Wings. The first was the 35th Anniversary Model and
the last was the 2012 model with airbag. He sure did love his
“Wings!”
I recall several years ago, a “call for help” from Mike Ham
(former Hills Branch president), who had a group of business
friends from China, their families, and a Polish associate staying for a weekend. Mike needed a dozen or so Hills Branch
Members with large touring bikes to volunteer some time on
a Saturday morning, to take his international visitors for a ride
up to Brooklyn.
We rode pretty much in formation up to the parklands beneath
the Brooklyn Bridge, where we had a short break before the
return ride back to Castle Hill. The Polish visitor had been on
the back of Pete’s bike and commented that he would like to
go a little faster during the ride back. Pete was only too happy
to oblige.
I still recall Pete rocketing past me “Kamikaze Style” on the
bends out of Brooklyn on the Old Pacific Highway, his Goldwing near horizontal going around some of the bends. His
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Giuseppe (Joe) Russo #26704
25/04/1952 – 22/04/2017

Christine `Kat’ Eichmann #57198
31/8/51 -31/1/17

It is with regret that I write of the passing of Joe Russo.
Joe leaves his wife Rose, one son, two daughters and two
grandchildren. Joe was an active member with the Ingham
and Townsville Branches. He had a love for trail bikes and
in later years cruisers (Suzuki and Indian).

I met Kat and Ike when I first started riding with the
Glasshouse Mountains Ulysses Branch in 2009.

Joe went on many AGMs over the years and regular local
rides.

Every year, Kat & Ike would go to the Valley Rally – a
great weekend where they would catch up with friends,
have a drink and a laugh. In 2013, Kat and Ike ran the
“Born to be Wild’ Valley Rally – it was a fantastic weekend!!

Always a happy person, he never had a bad word rto say
about anybody. A cane farmer by profession and a very
hard worker, Joe was a very good friend.
He will be sadly missed by all of us but will never be
forgotten.

Kat was a beautiful lady, kind and fun-loving, with a great
sense of humour. She was a wonderful friend and will be
with us forever.

Ride on Joe, we miss you.
Ron Rowe #3445
Yabulu

June Langtree #48433
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Kat loved riding with Ike, perched on the back of Harry the
Harley - shoulder bag, checked shirt, jeans, boots, jacket
& vest –she was one smart –looking biker chick!!!

Members Classifieds

2004 Honda ST1300
96,000 kms One owner, very good condition and
regularly serviced with registration till June 2017
(Rego. No.UST32).
2006 Ali-lite enclosed lockable trailer with spare
wheel and registration till March 2017 (Rego. No.
S94581). This combination has been used mostly for
Ulysses Club runs and longer trips to Ulysses AGMs.
$8000 for bike and trailer, or will separate.
Located at Wagga Wagga nsw. Call Peter after hours
on 0427 229 234.

The Tradition continues

Entry $15 prepaid,
($20 at the gate)

For Sale
Honda Goldwing GL
1800 Trike. 2010 Model
Trike conversion by
Australian Trikes
67600 Klms. Reg 6/17
Tow bar, RWC, Graphite
Black
$48,000.00

20th Anniversary
Golden Dragon
Rally

Prepaids to:
Central Victoria Branch
PO Box 736 Bendigo
Central PO 3552 Vic
OR

Direct payment to:
Account name- Central
Victoria Ulysses Group
BSB: 633000 Account
107992083

Enter Ref: GDR plus your
surname
Contacts:
Reg 0354393611

Ian 0404 031 206

29th SEPTEMBER-1ST OCTOBER 2017
TARNAGULLA RESERVE
On site Registrations from 29th Sept.
Catering & Liquor License by ‘Lions Club’
TV for Grand final followers
Amenities on site, w /showers
Bonfire (restrictions may apply)
Bands Friday & Saturday nights

Badges for the first 200 registered
Patches only $5 each
Raffles and Awards
NO GLASS & cars parked off site please.

WWW.centralvictoriaulyssesbranch.com
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Members Classifieds
With his 80th birthday nearing, Spike’s faithful
1993 Yamaha Virago 1100 is for sale.
One owner since new, professionally maintained
New windscreen, new maintenance-free battery
90% rubber, very reliable engine
It has been around the clock at least twice
without missing a beat.
Two months full road rego
$5,250 firm - no offers!
And that’s not all … One motorbike trailer $1800
ono. And there’s more … Plenty of camping gear
for sale too. Located at Port Stephens, NSW
Phone calls only to Ross Marlin #518
on 0432 426 911

2002 Harley-Davidson FXD1450cc (88 cubic inches)
It has done 54,800 kms, I am second owner from 4500kms..
Registered till 9/5/2018, it has had many extras added as per photo.
Unable to ride anymore, I am moving on.
Offered at $14,000 ONO, it is located at Oak Flats, NSW.
Contact David, #33323, phone 0409 564 856.

2008 Yamaha XVS V-Star
One owner since new, done a genuine 20,919 kms.
Registered till February 2018, it has always been garaged.
Would suit lady rider or anyone who just enjoys riding.
Many extras, too numerous to list here.
I am unable to ride anymore due to health issues.
$8000 ONO, located Oak Flats NSW.
Helen #33889, contact 0438 845 732.

2011 Triumph Thunderbird 1600
ABS 74,000 kms
Rare ‘Captain America’ red, white & blue colour scheme.
This bike has over 20 chrome accessories (all genuine Triumph factory) including
wheels, forks, fly wheel, belt guard, yolks, & levers.
Triumph touring screen plus driving lights and bar.
American Mustang touring seat. Original seat re-upholstered in white and red to
match the bike colours (plus the chrome rear fender rack to complete the solo
look).
love this bike. It would not be for sale if my health was better.
Reluctant sale at $14,900 (new price - $32,000)
John Kerr #38052
0421 459 577
Location Nelson Bay / Sydney

I
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Info About Your Club
Training Rebates
Ulysses Club Inc. offers rebates for Rider Training and
First Aid Courses that are completed with a Registered
Training Organisation. (Conditions apply).
1. Both rebates can be claimed only once within the
three year membership period, to financial members
only (not to those in the “grace period”).
2. Rebates are up to 50% of the amount paid for the
course, up to a maximum of $80 for Rider Training and
$60 for First Aid course. If the 50% rebate is less than
$80 or $60, the difference remains a credit until the
member’s next renewal date, when it is reset at $80 or
$60. Credits do not accumulate.
3. The Rider Training Rebates are only available to
licenced riders attending a road safety and/or skills
based advanced training course. They are not available
for training required to obtain a motorcycle licence.
4. The First Aid rebates are available on completion
of a Senior First Aid certificate or Motorcycle First
Responder endorsement.
5. The rebates are only available to members who
successfully complete the course, not just for the
booking. We are requiring a copy of the certificate
of completion issued by the training provider, plus
evidence of payment by the member (receipt).
6. In the case of block bookings (by groups or Branches),
we are requiring individual copies of completion
certificates or a formal listing on Company letterhead
with confirmation of completion. We will pay each
member directly.

is one and the same therefore voiding the member from
claiming twice).
8. These policies will be reviewed in the light of member
response and the financial health of the club.
Rebate claim forms are available on the National website
under ‘Documents’ once logged in.
Rebates will only be issued if the criterion is met. It is
the members’ responsibility to provide all information
required to the Administration Office. At time of booking
your course, please advise your training organisation
that you require a certificate or letter of completion in
order to claim your rebate from Ulysses Club Inc.
Age and Membership Badges
60 Age / 10, 15 Year Length of Membership Badges
These badges are available from Club Administration for
$5.50 each by phoning 1300 134 123 or
email: administration@ulysses.org.au
Members can purchase these badges upon attaining the
appropriate status and subject to confirmation of records
held.
70 & 80 Age / 20, 25 & 30 Year Length of Membership
Badges
These badges are complimentary upon individual
application and subject to confirmation of records held.
Club Constitution
Download a copy of the Club’s Constitution from the
footer of the National Website www.ulyssesclub.org. or
contact the National Administration Office.

7. All courses must be paid for by the member to be able
to claim the rebate. (If a branch subsidises the course the
member cannot claim the rebate. A Branch and the Club

Three basic principles of the Ulysses Club Inc are:a)

To provide ways in which older motorcyclists can get together for companionship and mutual support;

b)

To show by example that motor cycling can be an enjoyable and practical activity for riders of all ages;

c)

To draw the attention of public and private institutions to the needs and views of older riders.
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Club Contact Listing
Please call your local Branch contact for details on local rides, meetings and events or
visit www.ulyssesclub.org
ACT BRANCHES
CANBERRA BRANCH

Canberra

IAN PATERSON

0427 29 1728

BATHURST BRANCH

Bathurst

GRAHAM REA

0427 58 9983

BLUE MOUNTAINS BRANCH

Katoomba

BOB VAN BUSKIRK

0474 07 7823

BORDER RANGES BRANCH

Lismore, Ballina, Casino, Byron Bay

LES TARRAN

0402 27 9260

BROKEN HILL BRANCH

Broken Hill

DEAN SCHMIDT

0428 35 7378

CENTRAL COAST RIDERS
BRANCH

Gosford, Wyong

TONY SINCLAIR

0408 68 5722

CLARENCE VALLEY BRANCH

Grafton

REG HAMPSON

0408 43 1542

COBB HIGHWAY BRANCH,
DENILIQUIN

Deniliquin

PETER NANKIVELL

0484 117 304

COFFS COAST BRANCH

Coffs Harbour

MIKE MELLEFONT

0408 39 5053

COOTAMUNDRA BRANCH

Cootamundra

BILL TEALE

02 6942 3134

COTTON COUNTRY CRUISERS,
MOREE BRANCH

Moree

ROS ROSE

02 6752 1479

COWRA BRANCH

Cowra

BRIAN NAIRNE

0407 45 3829

DUBBO & WESTERN PLAINS
BRANCH

Dubbo Area

JENNIFER
HUMPHRIES

0417 45 3604

EASTERN CREEK BRANCH

Parramatta -Western Suburbs - Sydney

KEVIN WATERSTON

0415 52 7196

EUROBODALLA BRANCH

Batemans Bay

GRAHAM WELLS

0414 07 9857

FORSTER BRANCH

Forster, Tuncurry

PAUL ANLEZARK

0418 61 2226

GLEN INNES BRANCH

Glen Innes

GEOFF BOURNE

0427 49 6752

GLOUCESTER BRANCH

Gloucester

IAN PARKS

0414 58 2019

GOULBURN NSW BRANCH

Goulburn

JOHN ZYLA

0498 11 8734

GRENFELL BRANCH

Grenfell

DEBBIE STEVENS

0429 43 1434

GUNNEDAH BRANCH

Gunnedah

WARREN COOMBES

0431 72 8591

HAWKESBURY BRANCH

Hawkesbury River

PETER SMITH

02 4588 5339

HILLS BRANCH

Castle Hill, North West Sydney

SANDRA MITCHELL

0407 21 1956

HORNSBY DISTRICT BRANCH

Hornsby

DEAN FINCH

0425 21 4866

HUNTER COALFIELDS BRANCH

Cessnock, Kurri Kurri

BILL INGALL

0427 90 2814

NEW SOUTH WALES BRANCHES
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INVERELL SAPPHIRE CITY
BRANCH

Inverell

PHIL KIMBER

0419 95 6270

LAKE MACQUARIE BRANCH

Lake Macquarie

TONY O’NEILL

0475 06 8882

LITHGOW & DISTRICT BRANCH

Lithgow Area

DARRYLL COOPER

0428 14 0555

MACARTHUR BRANCH

Campbelltown, Camden

SHANE BAILEY

0404 08 0933

MACLEAY VALLEY BRANCH

Kempsey

STEWART JOHNSTON

02 6561 5198

MANNING VALLEY BRANCH

Taree

LESSLEY THORNTON

0408 46 9141

MIA BRANCH

Leeton, Griffith

PHIL GRAY

0407 22 3053

MUDGEE BRANCH

Mudgee

ROBERT O'SULLIVAN

0407 10 6807

MYALL LAKES BRANCH

Tea Gardens, Hawks Nest

TONY MITCHELL

0417 47 4528

NAMBUCCA VALLEY BRANCH

Nambucca Heads

TODD VERCOE

0438 22 5390

NEPEAN BRANCH

Penrith

DENNIS KING

0421 28 7572

NEW ENGLAND BUSHRANGERS
BRANCH

Armidale

ADMINISTRATION
OFFICE

1300 134 123

NEWCASTLE LOWER HUNTER
BRANCH

Newcastle, Maitland

DEBRA RELF

0419 35 3755

NORTHERN BEACHES BRANCH

North Sydney metro Beaches

ALAN BATEMAN

0417 68 5246

NORTHERN RIVERS BRANCH

Lismore, Casino, Ballina, Byron Bay

ELIZABETH AMOS

0412 52 3499

ORANGE BRANCH

Orange

LESTER DAVIS

0418 68 8240

PORT MACQUARIE MID NORTH
COAST BRANCH

Port Macquarie, Camden Haven,
Wachope

PHIL HEDLEY

0488 73 3520

PORT STEPHENS BRANCH

Port Stephens

ANNE CROWLEY

0417 68 8569

SAPPHIRE COAST BRANCH

Eden, Merimbula, Bega Area

BRUCE BEARMAN

0417 45 6756

SNOWY MOUNTAINS BRANCH

Cooma

ROWAN BOUCHER

0404 97 6021

SOUTH COAST BRANCH

Nowra

MIKE LEONARD

0421 04 4134

ST. GEORGE SUTHERLAND
BRANCH

St George - Sutherland Sydney
Southern suburbs

ROB TUNNICLIFF

0418 55 9034

SYDNEY BRANCH

Sydney

DAVID WILLIAMS

0409 74 3058

TAMWORTH & DISTRICTS
BRANCH

Tamworth

MARK PAYNTER

0418 21 6673

TWEED BORDER BRANCH

Tweed Heads

LINDA NICASTRI

0417 25 9177

UPPER HUNTER BRANCH

Muswellbrook, Singleton

BILL TINDALE

0488 47 1978

WAGGA WAGGA BRANCH

Wagga Wagga

PAT COMBS

0408 42 0766

WOLLONDILLY WANDERERS
BRANCH

Menangle , Mittagong, Bowral

DAVID LOWE

0438 78 6093

WOY WOY PENINSULA BRANCH

Woy Woy - Southern Central Coast

GARRY FUCHS

0439 02 7566

Alice Springs

JEFF COLE

0438 51 4397

Beenleigh

NOEL CARNEY

0412 35 6229

NORTHERN TERRITORY
BRANCHES
CENTRAL DESERTS BRANCH
QUEENSLAND BRANCHES
ALBERT VALLEY BRANCH
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BLACKALL RANGE
NAMBOUR BRANCH

Nambour

ROD CLIFFORD

0419 76 0089

BOWEN BRANCH

Bowen

NOEL SLEEMAN

0400 79 1009

BRISBANE BRANCH

Brisbane

SUSANNE
KENYON-WESTON

07 3118 5318

BUNDABERG BRANCH

Bundaberg

NEIL COOK

0409 60 7511

BURNETT BRANCH

Kingaroy, Nanango

COLIN PARKER

0418 71 7626

CAIRNS BRANCH

Cairns

MALCOLM MCKASKILL 0438 78 5276

CAPRICORNIA BRANCH

Rockhampton

STEPHEN SAGNOL

07 4933 3142

DARLING DOWNS BRANCH

Toowoomba

LINDA CAREY

0434 52 6227

FRASER COAST BRANCH

Hervey Bay, Maryborough

SUSAN GREGORY

0412 31 7991

GATTON BRANCH

Gatton

RICKIE MASKIE

0420 96 7022

GLADSTONE BRANCH

Gladstone, Biloela

JOHN WATSON

0408 69 4676

GLASSHOUSE MOUNTAINS
BRANCH

Caboolture

DENISE STANAWAY

0407 07 3919

GOLD COAST BRANCH

Gold Coast

DAVID HICKS

0428 60 8495

GYMPIE BRANCH

Gympie

WAYNE WESSLING

0418 83 8820

IPSWICH BRANCH

Ipswich

AMANDA PAMENTER

0413 42 0970

LOCKYER BRANCH

Ipswich, Lockyer Valley

EDWARD WEBB

0427 34 2797

LOGAN CITY BRANCH

Logan

IAN KIRKWOOD

0400 14 3063

MACKAY BRANCH

Mackay

GREG POWER

0437 11 6439

MOUNT ISA BRANCH

Mt Isa

ADMININSTRATION
OFFICE

1300 134 123

MOUNT LINDESAY BRANCH

Mount Lindesay

DEBBIE BATTLE

0422 09 1280

NORTHERN GATEWAY BRANCH

Brisbane Northern Suburbs

JOHN MOORCROFT

0435 45 0683

REDCLIFFE BRANCH

Redcliffe - Brisbane Northern suburbs

DARRYL WELLS

0421 38 0351

REDLANDS BRANCH

Brisbane South East suburbs

TOM DOOLAN

0417 71 9891

SOMERSET REGION BRANCH

Kilcoy, Esk

KATHY ELLEM

0428 65 5554

STANTHORPE BRANCH

Stanthorpe

TBA

SUNSHINE COAST BRANCH

Maroochydore, Caloundra, Noosa

PAUL GROSSMAN

0419 72 2091

TOWNSVILLE BRANCH

Townsville

FRANK MCGUIRK

0409 49 8177

TROPIC COAST TOURERS
BRANCH

Innisfail

DON FULLER

0428 88 1571

WARWICK & DISTRICT BRANCH

Warwick

ELAINE WENHAM

0407 93 7199

ADELAIDE BRANCH

Adelaide

KEN WAGNITZ

0417 35 3389

EYRE PENINSULA BRANCH

Port Lincoln

RAY BADDELEY

0439 35 8004

FLEURIEU BRANCH

Fleurieu Peninsula

DAVE
POLKINGHORNE

0433 92 7221

LOWER MURRAY BRANCH

Murray Bridge

DAVID PITT

0433 61 0972

MALLEE BRANCH

Berri, Renmark (Riverland)

SCOTT CROCKETT

0402 50 0037

TORRENS VALLEY BRANCH

Adelaide - North East Suburbs

LORRAINE ROBINSON

0402 90 4670

PERRY ZIMMERMAN

0419 13 4511

SOUTH AUSTRALIA BRANCHES

WHYALLA & DISTRICTS BRANCH Whyalla
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TASMANIA BRANCHES
EAST COAST THYLACINES
BRANCH

Bicheno, St Helens, St Marys

BARRY NELSON

0439 72 2515

HOBART BRANCH

Hobart

BETTY PARSSEY

0407 50 1620

NORTH WEST COAST BRANCH

Smithton, Ulverstone, Devenport

ROBIN SMITH

0419 14 3688

TAMAR TOURERS BRANCH

Launceston

FIEONA PETROHILOS

0407 97 9289

ALBURY - WODONGA BRANCH

Albury-Wodonga

BILL ALLOTT

0417 65 2974

ALPINE RIDERS BRANCH

Bright, Harrietville - North East Victoria LEANNE EGAN

0427 50 1033

BAIRNSDALE DISTRICTS
BRANCH

Bairnsdale

LESLIE HAINES

0419 25 0860

CENTRAL HIGHLANDS BRANCH

Ballarat

SHARRYN NANKERVIS

0417 35 5326

CENTRAL MURRAY-SWAN HILL
BRANCH

Swan Hill

PETER HOLT

0428 54 9003

CENTRAL VICTORIA BRANCH

Bendigo

SUE JONES

0425 70 5540

ECHUCA BRANCH

Echuca

PAUL BUTLER

0438 55 1450

GEELONG BRANCH

Geelong

JOHN GRACE

0427 42 9660

GIPPSLAND CENTRAL BRANCH

Traralgon

MARG VAN ROSSUM

0427 22 1973

GOULBURN VALLEY BRANCH

Shepparton

TREVOR FRANKLIN

0430 01 4400

GRAMPIANS BRANCH

Ararat, Horsham, Stawell

JOHN HARKIN

0416 21 4631

GREEN TRIANGLE BRANCH

Portland

LINTON CRAM

0429 93 9420

MACEDON RANGES BRANCH

Gisborne, Woodend

MICHAEL BEVAN

0431 49 5673

MELBOURNE BRANCH

Melbourne

GREG REES

0416 10 9933

MILDURA BRANCH

Mildura

BRUCE WATSON

0409 99 7840

MORNINGTON WANDERERS
BRANCH

Mornington, Somerville

PHIL MATTHEWS

0412 53 2227

OTWAY RANGERS BRANCH

Colac, Otway

BRIAN RATCLIFFE

0419 57 2432

SALE & DISTRICT BRANCH

Sale

STEPHEN WALSH

0467 84 7060

SHEARWATERS BRANCH

Cranbourne

DEAN WATSON

0403 16 7474

SHIPWRECK COAST BRANCH

Warrnambool

JOHN COWAN

0458 02 8651

SOUTHERN CROSS TOURERS
BRANCH

Frankston

ALAN LINDLEY

0411 65 5334

SOUTH GIPPSLAND BRANCH

Leongatha, Korumburra

VALERIE GRAYDEN

0407 62 3515

WESTGATE WANDERERS
BRANCH

Melbourne - Western Suburbs

GREG DOUGLAS

0419 33 6052

WHITTLESEA BRANCH

Whittlesea

RON LAURENCE

0428 53 7500

YARRA RANGES BRANCH

Melbourne - Outer Eastern Suburbs

DENISE GREENHALGH 0414 69 6041

VICTORIA BRANCHES

WESTERN AUSTRALIA BRANCHES
ARMADALE HERITAGE BRANCH

Armadale

RAY SEDDON

0427 96 8994

BROOME WEST KIMBERLEY
BRANCH

Broome

JOHN KENNEDY

0412 46 0442

BUNBURY BRANCH

Bunbury

BRENDA INGRAM

0417 94 2363

ESPERANCE BRANCH

Esperance

STEVE SMITH

0457 08 4693

FREMANTLE BRANCH

Fremantle

JOHN PEFFER

0433 97 6972

GERALDTON BRANCH

Geraldton

BRUCE RALPH

0427 64 2392
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GERALDTON BRANCH

Geraldton

BRUCE RALPH

0427 64 2392

GREAT SOUTHERN BRANCH

Albany

SHANE ROONEY

0459 13 8806

JOONDALUP BRANCH

Perth - Northern Suburbs

KEN EATON

0418 92 5081

KALGOORLIE GOLDFIELDS
BRANCH

Kalgoorlie

GEOFF SHEW

0409 27 3442

MANDURAH - MURRAY BRANCH Mandurah

SANDRA DIX

0413 51 3039

PERTH BRANCH

Perth - Northern Suburbs

MARK DIXON

0413 82 0071

PILBARA BRANCH

Karratha

STEVE TREVURZA

0410 86 7102

DIANNA GLOVER

0419 91 9275

ULYSSES ADVENTURE RIDERS
(SIG)

GARY WICKHAM

0422 00 7979

ULYTTLIES (SIG)

LYN LESSLIE

0410 62 9164

WARNBRO SOUND WANDERERS Rockingham
BRANCH
SPECIAL INTEREST GROUPS

INTERNATIONAL CLUBS

CONTACT PHONE / EMAIL

ULYSSES CLUB BOTSWANA

BENNIE PIETERSE

bennie@rhino.co.bw

ULYSSES CLUB CAMBODIA

BOB WILTSHIRE

bobski2010@gmail.com

ULYSSES CLUB FRANCE

ENZO CHOUETTE

enzohome74@gmail.com

ULYSSES CLUB GERMANY

GERNOT MINIG

gminig@hotmail.com

ULYSSES CLUB GREAT BRITAIN

ANDY MORRISON

rabbit@morrison34.freeserve.co.uk

ULYSSES CLUB NAMIBIA

HARE KRUGER

harek@iway.na

ULYSSES CLUB NETHERLANDS

JEROEN SCHUITEN

j.schuiten@chello.nl

ULYSSES CLUB NEW ZEALAND

JIM GALT

vice.p@ulysses.org.nz

ULYSSES CLUB NORWAY

KNUT SVEEN

47 9097 3060 knut_sveen@hotmail.com

ULYSSES CLUB SOUTH AFRICA

MAURITIUS MEIRING

0437 35 3556 ulyssessa@telkomsa.net

ULYSSES CLUB SWITZERLAND

SVEN SPIESS

sven.spiess@bluewin.ch

ULYSSES CLUB THAILAND

MICK DITCHBURN

micks_email@tpg.com.au

ULYSSES CLUB VIETNAM

KEVIN COLLINS

kevinbabyowl@gmail.com

ULYSSES CLUB ZIMBABWE

MARK SALTHOUSE

msalthouse@lzm.co.zw

RIDING GROUPS
VICTORIA
TWO BAYS

Rosebud, Mornington Peninsula

Refer to website
twobays.ulyssesclub.org

Mt Gambier

ADRIAN VAN UITERT

0401 12 6353

Darwin

Gary Finch

0427 87 3339

SOUTH AUSTRALIA
LIMESTONE COAST
NORTHERN TERRITORY
TOP END

LAYOUT DESIGN BY DIAMOND GRAPHIC S
www.diamondgraphics.com.au
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We’re 100% committed to beating the
price of your current motorcycle cover.
At QBE you know you’re getting great value motorcycle insurance with our price beat guarantee.
like low usage discounts, a lifetime guarantee on repairs, and apparel and helmet cover up to
$4,000 – we make switching easy. Simply call us today and we’ll work out the best deal for you.

Call 1800 24 34 64

We guarantee to beat our competitors price on motorcycle insurance policies excluding our Premium Cover. The guarantee also applies to existing QBE motorcycle insurance policies that are on
renewal. Price guarantee is based on our standard price compared to competitors price for policies with the same type of insured events. Offer valid for the first 12 months of insurance, after this
premium will be charged at the competitive QBE standard rate. We only guarantee to beat the price of APRA authorised insurers who hold an AFSL issued by ASIC. Guarantee does not apply to any
free offers
R I DofIinsurance.
N G O N Insurance is issued by QBE Insurance (Australia) Ltd. ABN 78 003 191 035. AFSL 239545. To decide if a policy is right for you please carefully read the PDS which is available
at qbe.com.au or by phoning us on 1800 24 34 64. Price beat guarantee only available on full comprehensive motorcycle insurance. Not available on CTP.
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